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Fulton, Fulton County Kentucky, Friday, Sept

LT. GREGORY KILLED
IN PLANE ACCIDENT

Number Thirty Eight

Falling Meteor Is Sight To See!
Paducah Sun Writer is Not Sure

Ink flows in the veins of Bettie
Lu Bushart, popular graduate of
this past June. Bettie Lu, daughter of the former owner of this
newspaper has moved to Baton
Rouge, La., and has secured a
wonderful position with the University Press at Louisiana State
University. She is in the office
of the head of the College
of
Journalism, where she has assumed with experience, the usual duties that befall a person in
any newspaper office. The University Press
issues a college
newspaper and other publications
connected with the college.
Bettie Lu is performing duties
that heretofore have been given
only to college journalism students and graduates.
She worked with her father on
the News and grew up in a news
paper atmosphere. She also was
school editor for the News under the new publishers.
Good luck, Bettie Lu . . . .
we'll be proud to say we knew
you when-

Are Meteors Stone
Or Iron Bodies?

' Bill Powell, one of the Paducah Sun's ace reporters has what has just been labelled "meteor
nerves." Bill was on the desk at the Paducah Sun
office when the fantastically large meteor blazed
across this area early Wednesday morning, bathing
much of the section in a fleeting blue white flash of
light and leaving in its wake-a jarring rumble like
thunder,-both in the air and in Bill's head. Bill seriously told the News editor on Thursday morning
that since the excitement began he has worked constantly with a splitting _headache and he has not
been able to determine whether the malady is physical or scientific.
Powell worked for 24 straight hours on the
story. He answered hundreds of telephone calls and
from his tireless efforts the following story is told:

Meteors, one of which exploded and startled hundreds
of thousands of Kentuckians,
Tennesseans, Illinoisans and
Missourians from their sleep
early Wednesday, are bodies of
stone or iron that come from
above the earth's atmosphere.
Properly, meteors are called
meteorites. They are also called aerolites
and
meteoric
stones. They are of two classes,
the stony meteorites and the
iron meteorites.
As they enter the earth's atmosphere, they are intensely
LT. Gitf.k4Itif
heated by impact with the air,
Second Lt. Richard B. Gregory, and are partially consumed beNo one knows where the bulk of
22-year-old jet plan" pilot and son fore reaching the ground.
Many Fultonians See The meteor fell, or whether it fell
of Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Gregory, , A meteorite falling at night
at all, but what apparently is a
3421 Forest Circle. was killed in- is seen as a ball of fire, and freAnd Hear Falling
stantly Sunday in a plane collis- quently leaves a brilliant
chunk of the racing heavenly
train
ion over Heidelberg, Germany. body was found about daylight
Meteor Signs
of sparks behind itUsually
Wednesday morning in the PotThe GreghrYs, Datives of Fulton,
and
fragments are
lived in Princeton before coming sparks
In Fulton many citizens saw tertown
section of Calloway
WILLIAM BARNETT, Calloway county, Itopl ho:ds mcireor chunk
here about five months ago. Mr. thrown off from the head; the meteor. Funny stories devel- county.
Gregory Is division manager here sometimes the head bursts in oped here, too. Bill Hainline had
about the size of volleyball he found In father's yard. Stone landed 10
The stone, about the size of a
for Kentucky Utilities Company.
pieces with a loud explosion
feet from door of home and buried 111 Inches in ground. Bottom photo
called to a
wrecker job volleyball,
weighs
11 to 12
Lt. Gregory was commissioned and finally reaches the ground been
shows size of stone compared with set of got keys.
when
a
cattle
truck
overturned
pounds- It is smooth and almost
and awarded his jet pilot wings in in hundreds, sometimes thousVictor Holm, 32, a farmer of March, 1949. Be was graduated ands of
on
the
Clinton
Highway.
Bill
round.
pieces.
Chillicothe, Ill., was . dismissed from Butler high school of Princethe
Thus the piece found Wed- was having his troubles in
William Barnett of Colloway
741111 from Haws Memorial
Hospital ton in 1946 and he attended Vander- nesday in his
dIrk and said: "Gosh I wish it
yard by WillMonday after being a patient bilt university twit years before iam Barnett
was daylight," and suddenly it found the meteor chunk buried 11
of
Murray pro- was light
inches in the
ground 10 feet
joining the Army kir Force.
there for the past five weeks.
. • . via the meteor.
from his fathers front door. The
Ile had been in Germany since bably was one of many hund' Mr. Holm was critically injurMrs. Bobby Matthews got a Barnetts heard the stone fall inreds or thousands of pieces into
ed in an automobile accident near July 1.
Lt. Gregory's oitnt had been en- which the huge meteorite split eye full too. Bobby had worked to the yard. It struck the ground
' I Fulton, Aug. 13 which resulted in
on its passage over thil section. late at the Moose Lodge and got at the height of a window-shak.1 the death of five members of his gaged in war maneuvers.
home about 1:30 a. m. It wasn't ing nimble from the sky, describBesides the parents, Lt. Gregory's
family—his mother and father, survivors include a sister, Mrs. M. J.
too long. after that that the house ed by the Barnetts as "a sound
his brother, a nephew,. and -an Alster, Chicago, ar.i a brother, Don
seemed to be all lit up . . . and like 100 jet planes would make.'
aunt.
Gregory.
just a minute and a half later
The stone was put on exhibiy will 1-e brought home
The
I Mr. Helm was not told of the
came the sound that seemed to tion at Murray.
!deaths of the others for several In a short time. •neral and burial
shake
the ouse.
have not been made.
Reports from widespread areas
weeks after the accident, as his arrangements
Then there was a "lady of the
—Paducah Sun.
condition was considered serious.
Mrs. David
Sundwick, presi- evening" who lives hereabouts of Kentucky, Illinois, Missouri
and
Tennessee indicate that- the
He suffered a
punctured lung,
dent of the Fulton Community and was sort of walking
Photo Courtesy Paducah Sun
along meteor exploded high in
the
broken ribs, lacerations and
Concert Association
a
announced the streets when the light came.
sky
above
western Kentucky and
broken ankle.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Turberville today that the local group has As it did she hit the pavement
virtually
burned
itself
out
before
Those who died of injuries re- are visiting
relatives in Evans- entered into a reciprocal agree- and started praying for the forany sizeable chunks struck the
ceived in the crash were his par- vile, Ind., and Erie, Penn
merit with the Mayfield .Corn- giveness of her sins
..
it
was
the
earthSun
Paiduckh
Courtesy
Photo
ents, Mr. and Mrs. G. V. Holm,
munity Concert Association.
a foster brother, George Miller
The meteor flashed across the
This agreement affords mem- I judgment she thought.
Mr. and Mrs. •Tobert Lamb
lire. E. E Mount was awaken- sky and exploded about 2 a. m.
an aunt, Mrs Ester Frantz, and spent Tuesday itPaducah visit- [bees of the P'ulton association an
ed
'or
the
4411t
and
said
that
it
nephew, five-year-old John Mill- ing their daughter, Mrs. Charles opportunity to hear the
The intense bluish white flash
Mayer Snedeker, Jr.
field concerts with the member- was light enough to read the pa- darted in a southeasterly direcWilliams and family.
per.
ship purchased here. It affords
tion. Then the streak burst into
delighted, overjoyed with the
Many others reported seeing a mass vivid red, blue and white,
the Mayfield
It was good to know that the
group an opporplace
a
they
had
because
and
hearing
Center
the
'light
anct
its sending a shower of huge sparks
tunity to hear the Fulton conboard of directors of the Youth
to go, when a picture show
certs.The - apeement is made following sound.
into space. The weird detonation
Center met last Tuesday night
the
money
in
all
the
was
fare
with the
followed, spreading out and tiedto devise plans for re-opening
understanding
that
didn't
just
they
and
world,
year.
again this
ing in a low rumble.
memberships will be honored in
the center
have it.
both cities
There has been a very noticeprovided seats are
Eyewitnesses to the blaze of
local
we,
as
that
We
hope
available on the night of the conable sadness in the hearts of
light
were
numerous, for 2
keep
way
to
will
find
a
citizens
cert.
dozens of youngsters because
o'clock in the morning.
much
not
so
hang-out
open
the
The Mayfield concerts are
their "hang-out' was closed.
Fulton will be host to the Yen- President David F. Cocks, Vice
The height of the bluish flash
for youngsters whose homes are
The center has not opened
October 22 — Ennio Bolognini,
tucky
Chamber of Commerce's President of Standard Oil and
preceded the explosion by a split
environof
delightful
centers
George
Bills,
23
because funds with which to
-year-old
Necellist.
Fifth
Governor's
Tour
of
State
First Vice President of the State
second, the witnesses said. Just
entertainment, but
ment and
undertaking are
gro, died Sunday night at
operate the
11 before the
Watkins, February 21 — Louis Roney, o'clock at
blast the object apfor the good, clean students Parks next Wednesday when the Chamber; J, Stephen
the
depleted. The Youth Center
Fulton
Hospital,
as
tenor.
group
of
some
30
Kentucky
busiformer Chamber President and
peared to be a ball of light trailwhose station in life is not so
a result of stab wound in
will never be a "paying" prohis
April
19
—
Whittemore
and
nessmen
and
State
officials
arrive
Henry
Ward, Commissioner
of
fortunate and who need desbecause
back, according to Chief-of Police ed by a sparkling tail they said.
postion, financially,
Lowe, duo pianists.
One of the most vivid descripperately the contact and recre- here at 2:00 p. m. headed by Gov- Conservation.
G. J. McDade.
you can't buy happiness, conernor
Earle
C.
Clements.
tions of the meteor came from
ation that the Center affords.
During
Dvutrs
tour 24 places will
structive recreation, or social
Bills
was
stabbed
by
Robert
Murray Policeman Charley Marr.
The State Chamber sponsored be
To operate it any other way
theby
y e party or
e
contact with money. The real
Bransford, 22, also colored, while He and Officer Rob Lamb were
approximately purpose of inspecting State parks
than in the democratic manner tour will cover
good of that Youth Center canthe
two
were
engaged
in
a
fight.
sitting on the curb in front of
for the good of the rich and the 620 miles in western Kentucky and indnstrial developments in
not be explained in the inadeBransford gave himself up to the Murray fire station,
looking'
poor alike, would destroy the during the four-day trip. Fulton the various communities. The
quate vocabulary of this writthe
patrolmen
on
duty.
Horace
real intention for which it was will be the third stop of the third purpose of the State
Chamber
er. We wish we could tell you
Stephens
(Continue
on
and
Bill
page
Mac
five)
Ray.
.
day's schedule of the tour. The sponsored tour of
The sentences of Paul Sennett
organized.
State Parks
what it has meant to the kids
According to Bransford's story
Governor's party will be here for and industrial developments is to and James Bivins to terms of one
was
a
for them to know there
a 30-minute meeting at the band- view the progress being made
to five years for housebreaking Bills had started a fight with
BINFORD IMPROVING
place for them to go to to meet
Gordon Baird Joins
before, and
stand on Lake Street.
and larceny were suspended by him several times
Kentucky
in
these
fields
thr
on
an
students
their 'fellow
to
Binford, Following the meeting here the the cooperation of the Kentuedcy Judge E. A, Morris in a hearing when the two men started
Cecil
of
condition
The
News; Staff Is
"ability
equal basis, with the
quarrel Sunday night Bills cut
prominent Fulton County farm- party will depart at 2:30 for the Chamber of
Commerce
with in circuit court in Union City, him
to pay" a non-existent factor.
across
the
stomach,
Ready
cutting
To Serve
Monday
Columbus-Belmont
injured
Strite Park State agencies and local groult. Tueellay morning.
You see, a very large sege- er who was
overturned, where they will make an inspeebeep' only his clothes. His fingers were
tractor
Stennett
and
Bivins
had
when
his
youngsters
who
ment of the
Three years ago a tourist proThe News publishers are pleasunder it, is 'reported tion tour of the park.
convicted of the burglary of a also cut in the fight. It was then ed to
patronize the Youth Center live pinning him
motion program was initiated by
announce
that
Gordon_
that he stabbed Bills in the back
C. 1-f. Warren, Chamber
of
improving today.
Fulton pool rixim.
South
to
be
sometimes
moderate,
Baird,
in very
State Chamber in cooperapopular local citizen and
occurred while Commerce secretary is in charge the
Judge Morris emphasized that with his small pocket knife, he one of
accident
The
circumstances.
difficult financial
tion with the State Department
this section's finest job
plowing around of the arrangements for the local
the sentences would be suspended said.
printers has joined the staff as
Many of those youngsters were Mr. Binford was
of Highways and the Department
behavior on the
Doctors at Bushed
Hospital head of this
an old partly-filled pound. The program- Briefly addressing the of Conservation and Division of pending good
paper's job departpart of the youths, and warned said Bills hemorrhaged to death. ment. Mr.
, tractor overturned when he drove gathering here will be Governor Parks, along with o
other agencies.
Baird, a Rotarian, and
stabbed in an artery a member
too closely to the edge . of the Clements, Lieutenant Governor To date this program has increas- that any infraction of the terms He was
of
the Baptist Church,
unable to Lawrence
Wetherby; Norman
would result in their having to near the collar bone, just below is a
pond and he was
craftsman of the old school
Kentucky
Chamber
the
left
ov.rturned
Chrisman,
the
full
term.
shoulder
blade.
serve
before
it
clear it
(Continued on Page Five)
and former owner of several
weekly newspapers.
Welcome home Mr. Baird. With
his return to the News the publishers feel that the staff of the
paper is as complete and as effinot
the
and
Mooseheart, Illinois and bow cient as any in this section. With
not do without.
An insurance lay having cost niany, many mil- homes are HOMES
By Bobby Matthews
ordormatories
of
an
their
heads
membership lions of dollars.
impersonal
to murmur a prayer Eph "Old Faithful" Dawes at the
Second only to the Paducah which a member's
last Lodge, Fulton has the largest dues cover in fulL
And then to linotype, Charles Hicks as floor
her
Moose tell you that at the pre- phans home. Proud to say that it for the children.
"Gee, did you see
a
faith
relgious
are
matters
not
finish
aloud
in unison, saying, man, Willis Hicks in charge of
Nations
what
night . . . number, please"?
Moose will tell you that if a sent the United
and fastest growing Moose orprofessmay
have
"And
child's
parents
God
seventy
odd
motion
picBless
Mooseheart."
stereotyping, June Coplen
or another time:
as
ganization in Western Kentucky. member dies the Loyal Order Of showing
Leaders point out that the Son bookkeeper and office assistant,
Europe and foreign ed. That children are trained in
"Aw lets go to the show . . Under the supervision of Region- Mcrose do not stop at the grave tures in
or
her
his
faith
of
the
religious
of
God
walked
depicting
the
child
city
the
stony
streets
Mary-Nelle
Wright as feature
number please"?
al Director, J, Oscar Clem, Louis- of a departed member with con- countries
That the Prot- of the Holy city two thousand writer and circulation manager,
or another time:
ville and Ernest Lewe, local Gov- dolences and a wreath of flowers. of the Moose in order to show departed parent
God
and
may
pray
to
years
estant
child
ago.
And
it
what
Democratic
people
do
for
was
He
who
and
Elizabeth Witty in charge of
"Well, I'll bet so too . . . num- ernor, the local organization has They tell you that the Loyal Oror the Son; the Catholic child said, SUFFER
LITTLE CHIL- social
activities, the
News is
ber, please"?
der Of Moose only begin to start their unfortunate children.
been imbued of new life.
Intercede;
to
DREN
Virgin
Mary
TO
to
the
COME
UNTO
equiped
ME
to handle any phase of
or another time:
Yes, the basic idea of the Loyal
There are a number of reasons at that point. If the widow and
of
to
the
God
AND
Jewish
child
FORGET
the
THEM
NOT
FOR
this
newspaper
minute
.
.
.
world.
"Okay; well wait a
for the Mooses' growing popul- children are unable to carry on Order for many years has been
and
Issac and Jacob. OF SUCH IS THE KINGDOM OF
Paul is still the handy-man its
number, please"?
arity in Fulton. Principally, a then Mooseheart takes both the to succor it's thousands of chil- Abraham
individual, GOD.
charge of advertising and overtime:
or another
number of Fulton officers and widow and children to rear and dren and babies so that they may That each child is an
"Haw, haw, haw; yeah . . . members have been to
Yes, the Moose are standing on all production and yours truly
Mepse- educate the children until they've row to young manhood and wo- that each is an integral part who
whole of this solid rock. And it is little wonder (Jo) still
hangs
around the
number, please"?
heart Illinois, internationally fa- finished high school; rear then manhood trained and educated in goes to make the
banks of the that they are soon to be the larg- sweep-up and
nursery deportor another time:
Moose under expert care and supervi- Mooseheart's schools and church- Child city on the
mous child city of the
to Fox River in Northern Illinois.
"So he told ter that, too . . . where they've seen first hand sion and in the best of homelike es and vocational buildings
est Fraternal organization in the ments.
Come see us!
meetings over the world.
number, please"?
challenge of life to
In Moose
what the organization of which atmosphere. Because the city of meet the
world, promptly at the hour of
or another time:
beautiful make a high type of citizen.
they are a part stands for. The Mooseheart with it's
Governor Lowe and local offiMr. and Mrs. G. L. Smith of
. "I don't know Where they're members in the local lodge look- homes, it's schools and churches, The Moose are proud of their nine p. m. the gentle notes of the cers are to be highly commended
going . . . number, please"?
buildings huge farm child city. Proud of the name and Governor's chimes sound. It is for their tireless work in Fulton's Amarillo, Texas, will arrive this
ing for new .members have some- vocational
• • •
weekend to visit her brother, J.
a Loyal Order of Moose.
thing to sell which is a type of belong to one million members in• fame it has achieved in the world then that members who are
H. Lawrence and Mrs, Lawrence'
we pick up the insurance it's present members the United States, Canada, Eng- of fraternal organizations. They part of the living circle rise to
Now when
on Maple Avenue
(Photo on Page 5)
with wives and children would land and Wales. The whole out- are proud to say that it's lovely their feet to face the direction of
(Continued on page ten)

WRECK VICTIM
LEAVES HOSPITAL

CONCERT GROUPS
TO SWAP TICKETS

Make it Democratic . . And Free

Governor, State Officials
To Come Here Next Week

NEGRO DIES OF
KNIFE WOUNDS

1JUDGE SUSPENDS

BOYS' SENTENCES

1feod-Potie4

Moose Members Proud of Beautiful Child City

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
Post Office Box 485

to ask a favor.

Fulton, Kentucky

A member of the Fulton County Farm Bureau.

We hesitated, not that any risk .was involved or that the task would be distasteful
but due to time being very precious in those
early war years. Fulfilling the request would
consume a good many valuable minutes.

Subscription Rates $2 per year in Fulton,
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Obion
and Wealcley Counties, Tenn.; Elsewhere
throughout the United States, 22.50 per year.

Seeing our
hesitation he stated flatly:
"You don't like me very well," and turned
and walked out in a huff.

Entered as second class matter June 28, 1933
at the post office at Fulton, Kentucky, under
the United States postal act of March, 1879.

- Flabbergasted, we could only stare at his
retreating back and wonder if we did actually
dislike him and showed it.

R. PAUL and JOHANNA M. WrSTPHELING,
Editors and Publishers.
A member of the Kentucky Press Association.

Published Every Friday Of The Year.

FRIDAY, SEPT. n, 1950

You Said It

Undoubtedly he possessed likeable qualities and we were aware that he Was a fairly.
well esteemed citizen. However, he had never
revealed those qualities to us* but had kept
their light .hidden under a bushel so far as
we were concerned.
Other than knowing his !lame, his business and a few odds and ends about him, our
conclusion was that we did not know him well
enough to be either fend of him or dislike
him. He was merely a nodding acquaintance
who hadn't thought it worth while to become
a friend.
Friends are precious. No man can have
too many of them. But friends cannot be picked up at wilL
There is an old saying to have friends be
cne. This advice had been overlooked, perips to some extent by both of us.

Our Very Limited Knowledge
"I know him like a book," is an old saying and one that is about as true as any adage.
We rarely know a book very well. And most
certainly few of us know intimately; in.the
true sense of the word one of our own immediate family, or an old friend of a score or more
years. We are familiar only with the side that
is turned toward us, only with our own peculiar outlook on life.
Not knowing our closest associates seems.
odd until we consider we do not know ourselves very well. We are made up with such
a mixture of emotions, of likes and dislikes,
-of strong points and frailities, that we are a
contradiction not only to our family and our
"friends but also to ourselves. Few of us can
give logical reasons for many of the things we
say and do. We are often in conflict with
ourselves and tormented by doubt, misunderstanding and temptation.
But most of us go still further. We find it
difficult to be consistent as the years pile up.
We set up a goal but rarely bother about
reaching it or perhaps find the goal of no appealing interest once it is attained. Things.
that seemed very important a few years ago
now appear insignificant, perhaps silly. And
other matters we hardly considered at all a
decade,.ago may dominate our lives today. We
say we are creatures of habit, which may be
true, but our habits change as we pass from
year to year.
None of us are entirely satisfied with our
lives and yet we are unable to say just what
is lacking. Query the average man as to his
ambition and purpose in life and he will be
unable to give an
accurate and satisfying
answer- It will be less satisfying to him than
to you. None of us actually know our own
self very well and we are not likely to know
any one else anywhere nearly so well.

Can affection be valued in Money?
This thing called love or
affection has
come in for some peculiar interpretations.
Some time back we noted that over in Arkansas wife No. 1 was suing wife number 2 for
alienatioR.of "affections of a man who had
been dead for more than a year at the time the
suit was filed. We suspect the affection had
long ago vanished but the memory of money
lingers on.
To some of us old-timers affections are
something that can't be measured or valued
In terms of money. Any suit for alienation of
affections is suit for money and affection or
lack of it, matters little. Money can recompense for many things, for all things some believe, but we are skeptical of it having any
real value where love is actually concerned.

Friendship Must Re Earned
us

He came in to our office one day, hailed
as an old and warm friend and proceeded

= •
7

•

Anyway,.the incident lingered in our
mind anethere is to this day a feeling of regret.
4
•

_

Sales Tip Temporary
Controls plamped on consumer credit this
week ire putting some long faces on U. S. retailers, They're afraid the sale honeymoon is
over, and that a fourth-quarter slump is inevitable. A business downturn is long overdue, they argue gloomily: events in Korea
have simply postponed, not prevented it. Behind-the-scenes business news isn't quite so
dismal, however.
In the first place, as the less skittish of
the retailing fraternity realize, the pessimists
seem to have forgotten that the Korean'blowup was widely regarded, as recently as early
summer, as "a guaranty for good business for
a long time to come." The prospects are that
this is still true. It should also be remembered
that stepped-up defense spending will probably more than take up any slack resulting
from credit-hampered cutbacks in consumer
buying. The chances are, in short, that any
retail sales dip which may develop this autumn will be merely temporary.
Conversation, in its better part May be esteem'd a gift and not an art, Yet much depends, as in the tiller's toil, On culture, and
the sowing of the soil.
—Cowper.
It is not easy to say how far an affable
and courteous manner in conversation may
go toward winning the affections.
—Cicero.
When the heart speaks, however simple
the words, its language is always acceptable
to these who have hearts.
—Mary Baker Eddy.
Good-nature is more agreebale in conversation than wit, and gives a certain air to the
countenance which is more amiable than
beauty.
—JosephAddison.
The
happiest conversation is that of
which nothing is distinftly remembered, but
a general effect of pleasing impression.
—Johnson.
Equality is the life of conversation; and
he is as much out who assumes to himself any
part above another, as he who considers himself below the rest of the society.
Richard Steele.
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Perhaps he had
never figured
that
friendship would ever be of any particul,ar...„
benefit to him. But now he had been faced
with the fact that.the small town newspaper
man was the only local citizen who could
supply the information he desired and needed.
So, he had come to us..with a fine show
of friendliness and departed in anger, feeling
that he had been treated unfairly.
We would like to have cried out that he
had never: giyen us the opportunity to become
fond of him.

Many times in the life of a newspaper
editor the typewriter looms up as a cold,
blank and unusually inanimate object. The
paper we slip into the roll takes on the magnitude of a tremendous wall as we search our
hearts for something to tell you.
What'll we write about . . civic, county,
national or world affairs? What does it weigh,
we wonder, out small voice in the wilderness?
But yet, our small voice and the small voices
of 441:ter editors like ourselves can make a
very big_ voice indeed.
Through the newspapers we searched this
week for an idea, and pasisng over the many
we found, we ran across the new, streamlined
and delightful editorial page of the Parisian,
semi-weekly newspaper of Paris, Tenn. The
paper was recently purchased by our good
friend "Moon" Mullens of Oxford, Miss., and
in his "New Broom Sweeps Clean Department" he seemed to have dozens of editorial
ideas.
Particularly did we enjoy Moon's homespun philosophy column. -Moon told us in
words on this dismal Monday morning the
things that had been
running through our
mind all day. For your pleasures we re-print
asyuch of his column as we can. It follows:

E L ECT RIC BLANKETS
[I
I
i = I
..
..
--_-.-
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We recalled when we came to town a few
years back he had not extended a hearty
welcome. In fact after we became known to
each other there was no evidence of any particular friendliness on his part. He scarcely
more than
acknowledged that we existed
when we passed each other.

There is .. . nothing that keeps the heart
young like sympathy, like giving oneself
with enthusiasm to some worthy thing or
cause.—Anonymous.

STRICTLY BUSINESS

her, and, eventually, by allying
The United States had stepped
all the rest of the world against into Korea, and had won the sanRussia, of bringing about
the ction of the
United
Nations.
downfall of the Communist re- Other members were being urged
gime.
to send troops and supplies.
Here then we have the basis of
This looked like a golden opwhat might easily become an ir- portunity. Conscription of men,
reconcilable conflict. The Rus- armies
being
sent
halfway
sians,"being devious characters at around the world to fight, higher
best, discovered a devious way taxes paid to
finance a
war,
out.
shortages and rationing
aren't
Recently, I found a key for in- any more popular anywhere else
terpreting the news from the in the world than they are right
United Nations, and new from here at home.
Moscow which affects internaPeople everywhere feel just as
tional relations.
All dispatches we do.
since then have *held for me a
So Russia seized ner chance. Or
considerably
greater meaning, what looked like her
chance. No
and for that reason, the little key once during
August did Malik
is being passed along to you.
admit that the U. N. was con. Russia's grand
strategy, ac- ducting a police action to drive
cording to this analysis, is funda- off aggressors in Korea.
mentally quite simple It. is, in
Time after time he doggedly
every case where international insisted the
Otsr
was solely
relations are involved, to isolate United States' aggression aimed
the United
States from
other at involving the other members
countries.
of the U. N. It could be a popular
In other words, through
the theme. We were fortunate that
devious tricks of diplomacy, '.to .the people of the
world
saw
seize on every chance to turn one through this transparent'scheme
and it failed.
nation or another against us.
The long and bitter battle of . Next time it could succeed.
So, the key. From now on, try
Russia's Jacob Malik—a brilliant reading
your
newspaper and
battle if you can look at it ob- listening to newscasts
with Rusjectively — all through the se- sia's strategy in mind
and see it
curity council in
August, was it doesn't make the manueveri
ng
based on this idea.
more understandable.

by Mcfeaffers
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"Got any with dry cell battery?"

From The Files:

Sermonetle Of 7'he Week

Tivzoisort Bach lite Cloc,4

22)0 2ia44

Sept 18, 1925:
The railroad
picnic held.at
Reelfoot Lake last weekend was
one of the most successful ever
staged. Some of the
prize-winners were the following (a complete list is•-not possible in this
limited space).
Foot Race: (boys 19-21): Harry
Fields pezonia, let prize: Henry
Butterworth, 2nd; T. J. Smith, Jr.
3rd.
Foot Race: (clerks): P. T. Tubemille. 2nd; H. F. Dezonia, 3rd.
Youngest couple in
married
life: H. G. Butterworth. 3rd prize.
Oldest lady with bobbed hair:
Mrs. D. C. Ligon, 2nd.
Foot Race: (girls 12-16): Sarah
McLaurine, 1st: Grace Hill, 2nd;
Annie Watt Smith, 3rd (girls) 1721): Mildred HuddleSton, 1st; Hilda Hale, 2nd; Hazel Ridgeway,
3rd.
Swimming Race: (boys): Cecil
Wiseman, 2nd; James Dalton,
3rd; (girls and ladies):
Louise
Huddleston, 1st: Grace Hill, 2nd.
Bathing beauty contest: Hazel
Ridgeway, 2nd;.Mildred Huddleston, 3rd.
•
Rest-tlancing couple: Mrs. J. F.
Williams and Mr. G. L. Rodenbaugh, 3rd.
Prettiest baby under 4 years of
age: Elizabeth Pickeribg, 1st;
Felix Gossum, Jr., 2nd; Norma
Margaret Kemp, 3rd.
One-foot hop race (ladies);
Mrs. S. W. Brown, 2nd. (men):
S W. Brown, 1st.
Women's - run - for - shoes
race: Mrs. H. G Butterworth, 1st;
Mrs. W. N. Whitis, 2nd.

head, Vanderbilt; Joe Bennett.
Jr.. Univ. of
Louisville; Fred
Carden, Fred Hendon, U of Ky.;
Jas. Royster, Centre; Misses Mary
Warren, Union; Elizabeth Ethridge, Centenary; Mary Elizabeth
Beadles, Mary Neil Carr. Hamilton; Florence Wade. Louisville
conservatory of Music.
Sept. 19, 1930:
Of the 25 cases on the criminal
docket this week for the Fulton
Circuit court, 15 involved possession of sale of liquorPaul DeMyer, Mayor of Fulton, groceryman and farmer, not
only won three prizes at the Fulton County fair this year with his
herd of Jerseys, but cream from
his herd won third prize at the
State fair at Louisville.
Nine persons . were injured
when a small car owned by Bob
and Daug Sowell. young sons of
W. B. Sowell of Jordan, crashed
into a wagon on the Union City
highway.
W. L. Coleman, 45i farmer of
the Dukedom section, died Saturday following an illness and complications.
Jordan: School opened August
25th. Mr. Evans, trustee, took
charge and introduced the new
principal, Clyde Lassiter of Murray.
Heelerton: In Hicks was painfully injured Saturday when his
car turned over in a ditch near
Pryorsburg.

Dewey Johnson and Miss Ruby
Barker, promient young couple of
the Boaz section, stole a march
on their friends, drove to Fulton
New Hope community: A numand were married by Esq. S. A. - ber of relatives and friends
gathMcDade Saturday afternoon.
ered at the home of John
W.
Some of the young people pre- Howell Sunday to help celebrate
paring to attend college include his birthday and also that
of his
the following: Robert White- aged mother, Mrs. Sarah Howell.
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For lospitality...

6eA2iot's 64,deuialiautt
action
until we could muster up enough of both manpower
and material, without draining
our defense-lines elsewhere, to
wage a successful action. An offensive action.
Since before the end of World
War II, even
during the early
days of the war after the United
States and Soviet Russia became
allies, there has been
conflict.
The reason is a lot simpler than
one might think from trying to
wade through the diplomatic and
military double-talk.
Russia — the Kremlin — is absolutely convinced
that the
United States' sole interest is conquest of the world and the wiping-off-the-map of Soviet Russia.
And, the United States is just as
convinced that Russia's sole aim
in the immediate future is gobbling up more nations, bringing
them into the Soviet
satellite
sphere, and gradually spreading
world communism — spreading
it to this land, too, through one
final revolution.
Russia has provided plenty of
evidence.
However, it appears to me
(and I can only see this by straining pretty hard and trying to
put my self in Ivan Ivanovich's
boots) that the United States has
also given the Soviet Union good
evidence that she aims to isolate

Veit:

Fl

kuacci leita 2/au 44e

(Condensed from -Seeds of ('on- I am a mistake
templation"; courtesy of New
.The sercret of my identity is
Direction.)
hidden in the love and mercy of
We are not very good at recognizing illusions, least of all the God.
But whatever is in God is realones we have about ourselves-the ones we are born with and ly identical with Him. for His
inwhich feed the roots of sin.
finite
simplicity admits no diFor most of the people in the vision and no distinction. Thereworld, there is no greater subjec- fore I cannot hope to find
myself
tive reality than this false self anywhere except in Him.
of theirs,
which does not and
Ultimately the only way that I
cannot exist. A life devoted to can be
myself is to
become
the cult of this shadow is what is identified
with Him in Whom is
called a life of sin.
hidden the reason and fulfillment
All sin starts from the assumo- of my
existence.
tion that my false self, the self
Therefore
there is only one
that exists only in my own egowhich all my existcentric
desires, is the funda- problem on
mental reality of life to which ence, my peace and my happiness
everything else in the universe depend, that is, to discover myself in discovering God.
is ordered.
If I find Him, I will find myThus I use up my life trying to
accumulate pleasures and exper- self and if I find my true self, I
iences and power and honor and will find Him.
knowledge and
love. -to clothe
this faLse self and
contruct it,
nothingness into something objectively real. And I wind experiences around myself and cover
Repairing
myself up with
pleasures and
glory like bandages in order to If your "FM"-set isn't workmake myself perceptible to my- ing right, I can fix it for you
self and to the world', as if I were now.
• • •
an invisible body that could onI have a complete line of batly become visible
when some- teries
for
portable sets. Get
thing visible covered its surface.
your new ones in time for that
But there is no substance under fishing trip,
picnic
the things I have gathered to- broadcast or sseekend baseball
trip.
gether about me. I am hollow.
FREE pick-up and delivery
and my
structure of pleasures anvwhere in the immediate
and ambitions has no foundation. Fulton vicinity.
But they are all destined by their
very contingency to be destroyed
And when they are gone there
RADIO CENTER
will be nothing left of me but my
M. E. "Ham" Ethridge
own nakedness and emptines,
Phone 435
Fulton
and hollowness, lo tell me that

Dick Oberlin:

Football season upon us, World
Series just around the corner, yet
national pasour most popular
time these days seems to be worry about Russia.
When will Russia really go to
war?
Where will she strike?
Will it be direct attack?
Will it be involvement • with
another nation
into whiAi we
will be dragged?
What's on Stalin's mind, anyhow?
This concern is understandable.
We are mobilizing for war- Our
nation had plenty of men under
arms to defeat the North Koreans
without any
manpoyer
draft, without
any
economic
mobilization without putting the
whole country on war basis. But
that was to defeat the Reds of
North Korea. No other Reds.
We cannot put all armed might
in one small area of the world,
even to extinguish what threatens to become a major conflagration, when we know there are
arsonists who will start another
big fire a long distance away the
moment our fire-fighting-equipment is concentrated in one spot
That is why economic mobilization and the drafting of manpower is necessary. That is why
we had to use
what men we
could spare to fight a delaying
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have Coca-Cola on hand
for the week-end
picnic

To be prepared
for hospitality
Buy a case or carton
6 Bottle Carton 2547
Plus Deposit
'POTTLE° UNDER AUTHORITY OF TIM COCA-COLA
COMPANY

FULTON COCA-COLA BOTTLING
CO., Inc.
•

CL 1930, Ilm• CEne-CRI• Caws,

•
.111..111

ducing diet, just for
company. ter, Mrs- Dick
Hitchcock
and Howard and Mrs. Wallace Shank- non-essential
expenditures that
Must get up at six A. M. don wool family in Paducah.
Friday, Sept. 22, 1950—The Fulton News—Page 3
le Friday night at her home west . our boys might have
supplies and
clothes--longies,
shirt, sweat
Mrs. R. L. Campbell and Mrs. of town.
equipment
needed.
shirt, socks, heavy -shoes and car•
R S. Bransford are visiting the
bacon in the bottom and along 1,
Games of contract were
en- i 6. Buying Savings Bonds.
ry a dumbell in each hand. Then
bacon will also
meat loaf. The
former's
daughter, Mrs. R. L. joyed during the evening, with
the sides before putting in the add to the flavor of the loaf.
walk two and a half miles each
Howell and family in
Battle
CHRISTIAN
Mrs.
Eugene
Hoodenpyle winning
SCIENCE
way—fives miles in all. And he
Creek Michigan, and the latter's high score at the close of the
means walk, not loaf along. He
"Reality" is the subject of the
sons, T. L. Bransford in Saginaw games and Miss Virginia How"ROAMIN' in the GLOAMIN" expects to regain
his sc,bool boy , and R. 0.
Lesson-Sermon
which will be
Bransford in Detroit, ard winning low.
"I Love a LASSIE," "A WEE figure
in two or three weeks, or Mich.
•
Christian
Science
HOOSE 'MANG the HEATHER" longer
The hostess served a delectable read in all
maybe.
throughout the world
I would give a plate of
Sizzler
Mr. and alrs. R. C. Phillips sandwich plate to Miss Howard, churches
What
will
Campbell
make
their have returned
Mosses fried chicken to see and
to their home in Mrs. Hoodenpyle, Mrs• Shankle, on Sunday, September 24, 1950.
tomato soup of?
The rain has Seymour,
hear Harry Lauder
The Golden
Text is: "Lo, I
sing those
Waggoner, Mrs.
Iowa. after a visit to Mrs. Eugene
* Custom made to your size.
washed
everything
out
but
the Dr. and Mrs. F. D. Phillips
songs once more.
'dwell in the the
Edward Benediet, Mrs. Charles come, and
• PERMANENT; won't rust,
seed,
washed the eyes out of
Looney and Mrs. Herbert Brady. midst of t ee, saith the.Lord."
Second Stree
ont.
It is a pity that this worried blackeyed peas
won't corrode.
and fixed
the
(Zech.
2:10).
Mr. and
world cannot produce more like corn so it is not fit for anything
Mrs. C. L. Maddox
any home or business
•
For
BARBECUE
SUPPER
citatiora
Among
the
which
him. He could make you laugh— but fritters
The dairy farmers have returned from Atlanta, Ga , GIVEN THURSDAY
installation; w n d,o -.v s
comprise the Lesson-Sermon
is
where they
attended
a
business
will
not
be
able
doors,
to
make
porches, etc.
butter
he could make you cry. Bob BinAT LITTLE BREEZY
the following from the
Bible.
7
milk on account of so much wa- meeting of the Continental Casford wants someone to go along
•
"Thou
ANY
mercy
COLOR
in
thy
hast
forth
desired.
led
ualty Insurance Company.
ter in the milk.
A barbecue supper was given
with him on a twenty Day reMiss Barbara Homra will leave Thursday evening at 7:30 at Lit- the people which thou hest reThe milk canners will have to
Friday for Florida Southern Col- tle Breezy for several boys who deemed: thou hast guided them
For Prompt Service Phone 502
use plenty of goat's milk to help lege,
in thy strength unto thy holy
Lakeland, where she will are leaving soon for the Army
habitation."
(Ex.
their contented cows out.
15:13).
Just enroll as a sophomore.
Those attending were: Mr. and
Dr. Thomas Callahan has re- Mrs. H. C. Sams, Jr.,
looks as tho we had a bit too
Mr. and
turned
to his home in Washing- Mrs. Moss Kimbell, Janet Ver- FOOD HINT
much rain. Bet all the old umOlive Street
Fulton,Ky.
To quickly chop nuts, place the
ton,
after a
short
visit to his hine, Dean Pogue, Joel Golden,
brellas have been dragged out of
meats
nut
in
a
paper
bag
and
roll
mother,
Mrs. L. H. Hos4-ard.
Dickey Holloway, Helen Rice,
their hiding places. But they will
Mr. and Mrs. Mace
McDade Pal oaz, Linda Sams, Neal your rolling-pin over them sevbe needed soon when those large
from a trip to Ethridge, Jack Austin and Mor- eral times.
snow flakes come floating down. have returned
To soften
butter in a flurry,
gan Slayden.
—Bill of Harris Fork. Memphis
fill a bowl wit hhot water. Then
Mr. and Mrs. Bill -Pinner and
cover the butter with the heated
daughter, Nancy, Mrs. W. A. PinValue throughout—and easy to own—
bowl and the butter will soon be
liberal trada•in, eaay terms. See it nod.
ner, Mr. and Mrs. Laurence Walsoft.
!' models —$124.95 —3179.95.
ton all .of Covington, Tenn, were
Meat loaf will not stick to the
BENNETT ELECTRIC I Mr. and Mrs. Robert Graham Sunday guests of Mr. and Mr,
baking dish if you place strips of
David Holloway and family. on
217 Mail
Fulton
spent Sunday with their daughSecond Street.
"Family Solidarity — at Home,
Mr. and Mrs.
Moore Joyner
were Sunday guests of relatives in Community, State, Nation,
and World" has been selected the
in Dyersburg.
theme for the forthcoming adMisses Mary Homra and Andy
ministration of Mrs. ffoward F.
OF
DeMyer are the guests of her sisBary, Ft. Thomas, president of
ter, Miss
Kathrine
Homra in Kentucky
Federation
of
WoLouisville and friends in Carlisle,
men's Clubs.
—SEE US FOR—
Ky.
AND
In discussing the
administraMrs. Nora Copelen and Mrs. tion
LAUNDRY — CLEANERS
theme Mrs. Bary states: "I
Ora Elliott visited Mrs• Willie
believe family solidarity can best
Ruth McClanahan Friday afterbe achieved
through education, Why suffer from gains of Arthritis.
Ky. 31 Fescue, certified and uncertified; Ladino noon.
faith, friendliness and fortitude
Rheumatism and Neuralgia
why
I .wish to stress
education; not lose sleep—be uncomfortable and lose
"Now, I Have
clover, Red top, orchard grass, rye grass, red HONORED ON
alone for high school
time from work when you can get
diplomas
ELEVENTH WEDDING
and college degrees but also edAllan's
from
in
relief
prompt
pain
More Leisure"
clover, blue grass.
ANNIVERSARY FRIDAY
ucation that will fit us to adjust
Salco Pills.
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Greengrass to a changing
world—more
"I'm really enjoying this season
Imagine your joy and gratitude in
Barley. wheat. winter turf oats. Balboa Rye,
were the guests of honor at a specificialsy,
Adult r.:ducation
relief at last, so that as in so many
lovely
- - - thanks to wonderful laundry
dinner
given on their and Public Education.
cases you may better attend to your
alfalfa, crimson clover.
eleventh
Defense Plans
wedding anniversary
service!"
work and sleep at night, with life once
Friday evening at the
The new president,
realizing
Derby
more a joy to live.
Cafe.
the important responsibilities
The dinner was a surprise and club women must assume in toAllan's Salco Pills do not cost
20% PHOSPHATE AND MIXED FERTILIZERS was given by the foreman
of the day's conflict, has outlined a six
Have more time for relaxation
$3.00 per bottle—They do not cost
- send us all
Henry I. Siegel Company,
of point plan for the present crisis:
The ,rice will
$2.00 per bottle
your washables! Modern equipment, quality
which Mr. Greengrass is manaI. Protest loudly all hoarding.
please you. Ask your druggist.
ger.
2. Resist all
communistically
service at low cost! Get the laundry habit!
Alltn's
\ Salco Pills are safe and
Following a delicious dinner, inspired propaganda.
(lancing
easy to ake; .... get a bottle today. if
3. Be informed before signing
was
enjoyed at the
Strata Club.
petitions.
they do not give you relief your money
Guests were: Mr. and
4. Pray daily, and
will be refunded. Ask your druggist he
influence
Custom Seed Cleaning
Mrs
Custom Grinding and Mixing
flreengrass, Mr. and Mrs Ellis others to
pray for
knows their merit.
victory of
409 COLLEGE ST.
PHONE 620
PHONE 14
Ruddle, Raymond Briskey, Miss United Nations in Korea and for
Dothal
Ruddle, Mr. and Mrs. freedom throughout the world.
FOR PICK UP
5. Sustain
Walter Cosby and Mr. and Mrs.
our
Democratic
Way of Life by cutting
alli•11111111111111111W1111111111 Gus- Alexander.
down Phones 70-428
Fulton

- BILL Of Harris Fork

METAL

0

AWNINGS

4141

0

SMALLMAN TIN SHOP

own Topics

OUTLINES PROGRAM

Don't Suffer
the Miseries

FOR YOUR FALL SEEDING:

Arthritis
Rheumatism

Particular People

P

I ARIS IAN

REED BR-OS. FEEDS & SEEDS

CITY DRUG CO.

MRS. OLIVE
ENTERTAINS
'BRIDGE CLUB

SERVI(E
ANNOUNCEMENT
To the few passengers who are interested we wish to announce that effective September twenty-fourth we
will substitute for the equipment now
operated in daylight trains No. 1 and
No. 2 between Jackson, Tennessee and
St. Louis a smaller train without the
little patronized lunch counter and the
seldom used extra fare Pullman space.
The new train with allequate coach,
baggage, mail and express facilities
will - operate on approximately the
same'. schedule as is now in effect.
Along with the night Gulf Coast Rebels ,and the Gulf Transport ibusses
convenient and comfortable passenger
service will still be available.
adthtion to effeoting a sizeable
saving with little or no inconvenience
to the public, the changed service will
release two standard diesel passenger
locomotives and four standard coaches badly needed for special military
movements.

I

Mrs. J. C. Olive
entertained
the members of her bridge club
and two visitors, Miss
Virginia

FULTIOIN
Friday and Saturday
Sept. 22-23

TWO BIG
H-I-T-S
"BEAU
GESTE"
GARY COOPER
—PLUS—

"MILLION
DOLLAR KID"
EAST SIDE KIDS

Sun, - Mon. - Tues.
Sept. 24-25-26

MUSICAL r""RafflICOLOR
beybai
, et arl+.5 P., Jurrr*4
GINE iie rum

I
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G pkitlMAD
CineintR

:
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.....NMOS

NEW SCHEDULE

Wed.- Thurs,

11:15 a. m.lv.

St. Louis

lc.4:15 p. m.

5:40 p. m.ar.

Union City

lv.9:40 a. m.

Jackson. Tenn.

lv.7:50 a. m.

7:35

m.ar.

Gulf, Mobile & Ohio R.R.

Kitchen chores go faster, you 'tire less quickly, and your
entire housework day is easier when brigbt, even lighting
chases the gloom from your kitchen. Fluorescent is kitchen
lighting at its best. Use at least two 40-watt tubes in a ceiling
fixture like the out above.

t4

Sept. 27-28

"THE
SLEEPNG
CITY"
with
RICHARD COUNTE
COLEEN GRAY
—SUSPENSE—
MYSTERY - DRAMA
1111111111111111811

THE RIGHT LIGHT WHERE YOU WANT IT

R*1 THE UTILITY ROOM OR

—We call it "local lighting" because it
concentrates light in specific work areas
at the sink or the range, or on your
counters. Twenty-watt fluorescent lamps
under the wall cabinets are out of the
way, but oh, so handy.

can ten
its clean v.:len there's plenty
of light Over the laundry area. No
need to work in your own shadow. Ask
for"warm white" fluorescents to get daylight seeing when you check your falatics.
LAUNDRY,TOO—You

Kentucky Utilities Company
INCORPOR A TED
atimemtelommell

s
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THESE WOMEN!

By d'Alessio

Interests

FOR WOMEN
CLUBS
Elizabeth Witty, Editor

SOCIET

HOME NEWS

Phone 926
MISS ELI.A B TAILOR.
LUVERN IL KUSIAN WED
The Everitt Memorial Methodist Church in Memphis was the
beautiful wedding
scene of a
Saturday, September 17, 1950 at
when
8 o'clock in the evening
Miss Ella B. Taylor, daughter of
of
Mr. and Mrs. G C. Taylor
Cayce, KY., became the bride of
Luvern Robert Kusian, son of
of
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Kusian
Parkesville, Iowa, in the presence
of the immediate, famipes and
close friends.
Southern smilax formed a
background for floor baskets of
many
and
.colorfuI gladiolus
glowing white candles in branched candlebra.
impressive double ring
The
ceremony was performed by the
Bev. F. C Thurmond.
Preceding the ceremony Miss

Alystine Mowery, organist, presented a program of nuptial mu-a
sic. Her numbers were "A Melody In Love," "I Love You
Truly," played on the chimes.
During the ceremony, Miss
a selection
Mowery, played
of wedding music. The traditional
wedding marches
were played
for the processional and recessional.
bride
wedding the
For her
of
chose a slate blue fall suit
gabardine
with accessories of
navy blue. Her flowers were a
corsage of whiteroses.
roses.
Miss Norma Guiling, was maid
of honor, she wore a fall suit of
brown gabardine with black accessories and a corsage of White
carnations.
Mrs. Ruby Lindsey, was bridesmaid; she wore a rust brown gab-

I.

'AT YOUR
FINGERTIPS.

•

...greater home corn-,
fort and instant yen-)
tllation control 365
days of the year

flowers, after the luncheon games
of bridge were
Mrs. C. E.
es was high
con.
scorer for the
Members att
rig were Mes, N. T. Morse,
dames Mel Si
Don Hill, A. fl. Roberts, B. 0.
Copeland, Ro rt Graham, Rupt
Gossum, Sr.,
ert Stilley, Flix
and C. L. Maddox. Visitors Were
Mesdames Hughes, Frank Brady,
Dudley Meacham, Rob Fowlkes,
Monroe Luther, Bertes Pigue,
Wilmon Boyd
MRS. CARDWELL
HOSTESS TO
JUNIOR COUNCIL

"Well, I told you fifteen years ago, that was no place to
, plant a treer

the
Council of
The Junior
First Methodist Church met Monday evening at 7:30 at the home
of Mrs. Ernest Cardwell east of
town.
Mrs. Hattie Wood gave the devotional and the chairman, Mrs.
Cardwell presided over the business session. Following the meeting the hostess served a dessert
plate.
Members present were
Mesdames Wood, Ernest Jenkins, Virgil Davis, Grady
Varden, Milton Exum, Frank Wiggins, E. E.
Mount and Monroe Luther.

With Vereols in yam berm. Too ens merry
the finest in double glans windows for maximum weather protectress and economy.
Both storm panel* sal acrees is one
self-contained. perrnanent und Nothing
to store Nothing to change They embody
vastly superior and entirely new design
technique. And the oat•surpnvasely

screen conversion time
1007: storage roons
SOY, of window washing
effort
sO.T.; of cool air in summer

Let Us Demonstrate Ise
Amami Futures et
ISIS unque Wedge.

On Display in
Our Showroom

FAKERa
LUMBER COMPANY
EVERYTI4ING TO BUILD ANYTHING
5:01 WALNUT ST PHONE 95 FULTON KY

•

1001(f IS NAMEDPOLIO PRESIDENT

Frank Cequin spent the weekend with his family in Huntington, Tenn.
Miss Josephine Pickle has returned from a visit to her sister's
in Kansas City, Mo
Mrs. Charles
MurtMey and
daughter, Mrs. Charles T. Spellings have returned to their home
in Memphis, after a visit to the
former's
parents, Mr. and Mrs
Guy Tucker on Park Ave.
Guy Tucker is ill at his home
on Park Ave.
•
Jimmy Hancock, Jerry Atkins
and Hunter Whitesell left Sunday for Nashville,
where they
will enroll at Vanderbilt University.
Mr. and Mrs. John Grace spent
Sunday in Paducah with friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy - Moore of
Nashville were Tuesday guests of
Mr. and Mrs. George Moore in
Highlands.
,

Harry W. 'Cooke of Harrodsburg, past president of the Kentucky Junior Chamber of Commerce, will be state chairman of
the 1951 March of Dimes campaign• Announcement of the appointment
was made today by
Neil Dalton, chairman, Kentucky
Chapter, National Foundation for
Infantile Paralysis.
Cooke sparked the participation
of the state Jaycees in the
1950
polio drive and said that he felt
his appointment was in recognition of the
work
Kentucky's
young business men had done in
previous polio fund campaigns.
The 1951 drive starts January 15
and continues through January
31.
'
He succeeds Gabe B. Taylor of
Greensburg, who since serving as
1950 March of Dimes Chairman,
has become vice-chairman of the
Kentucky Chapter.

Poultry Judging Teams

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Exum Win
State Fair Honors
MRS. GUS BARD
and Mrs C. F. Jackson have reENTERTAINS
turned from a business trip to
County Poultry
The Fulton
TUESDAY CLUB
Louisville.
Judging Team composea of Jane
Mrs. Gus Bard entertained the
Wade, Carolyn
Miss Bedelia Hamra and Albert Dawes, Joan
members of her Tuesday
after- Hamra of Hayti. Mo., were Sun- Peeples and Ruth Jean Bondurnoon bridge club and two visit- day guests of the K.
placed
5th in the State PoulHomra fam- ant
ors, Mrs. J. H. Maddox and Mrs. ily.
try Judging Contest at Louisville
Guy Gingles at her home on Carr
Fair
last Wednesday, Sept.
State
Mrs. J. R. Brazzell and little 13.
Street.
Following several progressions son, John Weaver have returned ; This team scored a total of 2170
Mrs. J. E. Fall, Sr., received high -from a visit with
relatives in'out of a possible 2400, which was
score prize for the members and Jackson, Tenn.
little above a 90 per cent This
Mrs. Maddox for the visitors
Mrs. John Noffel has returned team was sponsored by Browder
Delicious refreshments
were
Milling Company at Fulton, Kenserved at the close of the games. from a three weeks visit to her tucky and was trained by B. A.
Members playing were: Mes- son,'Shawie Noffel and family in Ross and County Agent
John
dames Fall, J. D. Davis, L. 0. Portagesville, Mo. '
B. Watts.
Bradford, Abe Jolley,
Herbert
Carr and J. C. Scruggs.
"
,
•sweete

ardine -Suit with brown accessor- MR. AND MRS. TAYLOR
ies aura corsage of white roses. HOSTS TO WEDDING
Hendz_Clay served as best man. SUPPER SUNDAY
Accoyltes were Jack Thomas j Mr. and Mrs. G. C. Taylor were
and Art Fulford.
'hosts to a lovely weddOg supper
mother of the 'Sunday evening at their home in
Mrs. Taylor,
aqua blue suit Cayce
bride wore an
complimenting
their
with black accessories and a cor- daughter, Mrs. Fred R. Kusian
sage of white carnations.
and Mr. Kusian, and their son,
of 'Cecil Robert Taylor and
The bride is a graduate
Mrs.
Cayce High school and Draughns Taylor who recently married.
College in Memphis. The prettily appointed table was
Business
She is employed as stenographer centered with a beautiful wedIncorporated ding cake centered with a miniat the Transport
Company in Memphis.
ature bride and groom. Covers
The groom served three years were laid for sixteen and ea delecin the Navy during World War table supper was served.
II and is now a Radio Technician
The guest list
included: Mr.
Instructor and has been stationed and Mrs. Kusian, Mr. and Mrs.
recently Cecil R. Taylor, Miss' Rheudell
at Millington but has
been transferred to San Diego, Hastings, J. A. Taylor, Jr., Mrs.
Calif.
Russell Brown, Mrs. Lena
McMr. and Mrs. Guy Duley an,1
her Alister, Mr. and Mrs. John TayAfter a short visit with
parents, they will visit his par- lor, George Morris Taylor, Mr. daughter, Miss Carolyn Duley
Lents in Iowa and then will go to and Mrs. Ernest Kimes and the ; Lexington, Ky., spent Tuesday in
Memphis with relatives.
San Diego ta,make their home. hosts.
attending the wedding
Those
Mrs. E. E. Mount spent F:
from Cayce were Miss Rheudell MR. AND MRS- REX CANTER
with her mother, Mrs. Scott .:
Hastings, J. A. Taylor, Jr-, Mrs.'HONORED AT SHOWER
Memphis.
G C. Taylor, and Mrs. John TayMr. and Mrs. Rex Canter were
lor.
Mr- and
Mrs. L. A. Clifton
honored with a household shower have returned from
a business
.TPALESTINE GROUP
at the Home of Mr. and Mrs. Don trip to Memphis.
TO SERVE YMBC
Stark on Tuesday night at 7:00
with svt•rnalic IvelY•
OCTOBER 4
o'clock.
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Engel and
little
Those
son,
brought
Lee,
have
Mattie
present,
returned
who
Recreation leader, Mrs.
vacation trip to OklaNugent, of the Palestine Home- nice gifts, included the following: from a
maker Club, led 27 members and Mrs. Tennie House, Mr. and Mrs. homa, Mexico and other points of
7 visitors in playing two con- Jack Foster and daughter, Mr. interest.
tests at the club buliding on Fri- and Mrs-Houston Cavender, Mrs.
E. D. Keiser has returned from.
Cavender and Bill, Mr.
day afternoon, September 15. The Emma
a business-trip to St. Louis.
Bennett,
rs
Mother Goose Game was
played
and Mrs.
. BuM
our
rnresi
by answering
questions of
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Riley of
favorite nursery
rhymes. The Lowry, Mr. and Mrs. Amos Will- Racine, Wis.,
are the guest of
game Memory Test was played lams, Mr. and Mrs. Hazel Walker their daughter, Mrs. C. H. Mcby each member passing a table and son, Mrs. R. G. Gossum, Miss Daniel and family on
Norman
upon which 20 small objects were Eula Crawford, Mrs. Jack Olive Street.
placed. They returned to
their and children, Mr. and Mrs. Elzo
Herbert
Michael of Hickman
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Cavseats and wrote as many articlLowry,
es
. As ad.,•rt.seil
ender,-Mr. and Mrs. Jack New- spent
Saturday
with
John
as they could remember.
in LIFE
"Morning Comes
Early" and ton, Mr. and Mrs Joe Work, Mrs. Thompson at his home north of
Big Roomy Chest
"The Homemaker Poo Song" was Cloy Yates, Mi ssNadene Hainley. town.
No. 2525
sung by the group and led by
Mrs• Charles Yates, Mrs. Ethel
Mr. and Mrs. Abe
Thompson
Mrs. R. B. Mobley.
Moody, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Can- children of Paducah were
SunMajor project leaders, Mrs. ter and family,
Mr. and Mrs. day guests of Mr. and Mrs. John
Maxine Jeffress and Mrs. Betty Walker Midyett and
daughter, Thompson and Mrs. Ida Pegram
Bard,
demonstrated
ways to Mr. and Mrs. Rubes Lnwry, Mr.
north of town.
make corsages'fram homegrown and Mrs. CIA.Vincent,
Mrs.
flowers and
helped members Beulah Canter, Mr. and
Walnut Street
Fulton
Mrs.
Bill Wilson has
returned to
make corsages from flowers they Marion Jones and son, Mr. and Georgia Tech
Allan+ after
at
had brought.
Mrs Alvin Foster, Mr. and
Mrs. I —
Plans were made for the club Hubert Butler, Mr. and Mrs. Elzo
to serve the Young Men's Susi- Foster, Mr- and Mrs. Jesse But- !
'oss Club on October 4.
Mrs. ler, Miss T ucille Holland,
Mr. I
itherine King, president,
ap- and Mrs Chester
Canter
end
,inted a foods committee corn- family. Mr. end Mrs. One For,
of Mrs. Lucille Bord, Mrs. st-or. Mrs. Ft,cliOle Y:100'S,
arl
•a Caldwell and Mrs. Katherine yrs. J. B. 7",
--.•ton end son,
*"1..":?7:11" Fllct...
•:,:mman.
P-,
,
,,e
',71;7 :'- n,,,.
Mr7 P,..1:!1
's
()rm..... 1.)5 il,,rs on a
It 11 tirn to plant evern--er., V:,,
-,1 77., T--rt ,
,,,'!-1,, .7.1'r. p11,1
cup ot oil
5-Reorn Size
[1 • s. Beta Nugent
1- II:.rry `
lanc..:po '.17.
,I.C1.1:in :-.nri 5-nn.
1
der, t. lil the club.
*"Mulf14-aect" Burners. . ,"Low-y" Console
Mr. e rd Mrs.
Ralph Cant-c]
—
tops in oil 11(...ting
The state creed was read
by aryl fr:mily, 7.1rs. 0.arles Willoral/
,rs. Vivian McClanahan and it iaml.. Mi.
sird Mrs. Emmett Fin-*"LoW-Day" Console Style...
as suggested the club use this ley, Mr. end
blends with home furnishings
Mrs. Eugene Moody ,
!eed in each meeting until all and
daughter, Mrs. Cecil Taylor, ;
*Five-Room
members are familiar with it.
Size...
M
B-. .1.
- Lrnvry and son, -Mr.
full 47,700 B.t.u. capacity
Hostesses for the afternoon were . and Mrs.
Arnold
Work and
Mrs. Eva Caldwell, Mrs. Bernice daughter,
Mr. and Mrs. Chtser
Stroud and Mrs. Lillian Browder. Bennett
$4.141'111
and
family and Mrs. ,
COME IN! ME IT TODAY!
The next
meeting
will be Augusta Bennett.
October 20, at the club building
Those who were unable
to
with Mrs. Katherine Thompson,
gifts were: Mr.
Mrs. Ruth Wrightand Mrs. Ber- come and sent
and Mrs. Bill Workman.
Mrs.
tha Ntigent as hostesses.
Belle
McClure, Mr. and
Mrs.
---Boaz
House,
Mr. and Mrs. Bernie
MRS- B. G. HUFF
Lynch, Mr. and Mrs. Lon Jones,
HOSTTESS TO
Mr.
Jimmie
SARAH DEAN CLASS
Stark,
Mr. Mac
,
Stark, Mr. and Mrs. Artie Wright !
Mrs. B G. Huff was hostess to
Mr.and
Mrs.
Joe Emerson, Miss 1
the Sarah Dean Class of the First
Willie
Christian church Monday after- Ruthelia Owsley, Mrs.
by a representatire of the
Lou
Brann.
Mr. and Mrs.
Bill
noon at her home on
Jefferson
Edwards,
Mr.
and Mrs.
Bill
Street.
The home was beautiMoneyham and son, Miss Barbara
fully decorated with flowers.
Harper,
Mr.
and Mrs.
The meeting was opened by the
Hubert
president, Mrs.
Huff with the Redmond and the honbred guests,
Mr.
and
Mrs. Rex
Canter and
devotional followed by prayer.
We cordially incite you to come in, discuss your heating
Mrs. Clyde Williams presented i hostess, Mr. and Mrs. Don Stark
and
Lanzo,
Mrs. Aline Stark and
, the program.
Her
topic was,
Edna.
problems and see the qualities of the Perfection Heater
IChristian
FellowWomen
ship Faces Task". Others assistl ing on program
THURSDAY
demonstrated. No obligations!
CLUB
were: Mrs. Ben
Evans,
Mrs. R. C. Pickering, I ENJOIN LUNCHEON
IN
CLINTON
Mrs. Sallie Cavender, Mrs. Walter Shupe and Mrs George SimpMembers of the Thursday eson
1 ternoon bridge club and several
During the social hour games visitort enjoyed a lovely lunchwere played with Mrs. Pickering eon Thursday at "Mother Burwinner.
ton's" tea room in Clinton.
Refreshments
A delectable
were
served
three
course
from a lace draped table with a luncheon was served at card tab319-23 WALNUT STREET
center
arrangement of orchid leg, centered
witfi
attractive
dahlias.
miniature
arrangements of fall

Town Topics

THEY'RE
,.You Save:
NEW! BEAUTIFUL!
.* 30% on fuel (average)
PERMANENT! THRIFTY! — 997: in storm sash—

spending his" —Tiiiiimei MOT&
with his parents, Mr. and • Airs.
Homer Wilson.

vt
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GRAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY

SALE
Special, Desirable lots of

alipaper
Over 35 fresh, lovely patterns, all 1950
Imperial Washable papers.
Here is a wonderful opportunity for you
to obtain beautiful wallpaper for your home
at

SAVINGS Of '/3 TO %

red. Home Heater Value LIKE THIS!
(ke

$991?J.

Free Demonstrations Saturday
PERFECTION STOVE COMPANY FACTORY

regular price.

Sale ends September 30th.

FULTON PAINT & GLASS CO.
210 Church

R• - Mr

Phone 909

McDADE FURNITURE Co.
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To Visit Here September 27

SENIOR NEWS
N E leave but when Uncle Sam
Why does Nancy W. have to calls nothing can stop you well
carry Billy B. books for him? Has hardly anything
he got her trained?
We think maybe M F has lost
Hey, Freshmen • When are you her latest fellow to N B of the
Class. We hate to hear
girls going to give these Senior Junior
that M F but don't take it too
boys a chance?
Ask Jimmy Sisson why Betty hard.
B. fell off the curb in front of
Wonder
why K J is always
the Bulldog Monday night?
looking out the door at the show.
It seems,that Glenn Ray Pow- Is she looking for a special perell is going in for the redheads son.
of the Sophomore Class. What
about that, Glenn Ray.
JUNIOR NEWS
Ask Bolaby Sam Copeland what
We have started a new year.
his favorite song is and he will Everyone that were,Sophomores
answer
"Who'll Be The Next last year are proud to say they
One."
are now Jrs. We have one new
Say, G R P why don't you give student this year, Jane Newsom.
some of these Senior girls
Lt.-Gov. Wetherby
a Everyone
likes her very much
Gov. Clements
chance. We won't tell A P. will and we are glad to have her with
we girls?
us.
the Breaks of the Sandy in eastGovernor—
Did we see T N with B S J the
We also
have a new teacher
ern
Kentucky, the, Mammoth
other night? Could there be any- this year, Mr. Bentley. We like
(Continued from page One)
Cave area in central Kentucky,
thing to this?
him, too.
ed the tourist business in Ken- the Kentucky Lake area in westWe hear W N and that SophoOur home room teacher is Mrs.
A group of members of the Moose Lodge taken when the club initiated tucky from
an estimated $161,- ern Kentucky and the
Wolfe
more are still hitting it off 0 K. Wayne and we couldn't be More
1.744,152 in 1947 to $288,856,874 last Creek Dam area in
many new members on September 10. (Stollr on Page one.)
southern
We're really glad to hear that.
pleased.
Kentucky.
year.
Is that the same old green car
We have already started workIn the field of industrial deyou rode around in so much last ing on raising
Bulldogs winning the first game'
money for our someone.
velopment over 300 new indusyear, R A?
• trip. We are selling
L H will you tell us once more of the season, the score
being 8100REGISTER
magazines
tries have come to Kentucky
Whose boy friend is B B after and we are
Fulton 27, Dresden 0. Congraula- I
working hard on where you are keeping him?
s
thtrao
teugh atm
heber,prosm
now? •
thotti
eon dofloc
thael
them.
tions to George Wolfe, Bobby
J H who is your flame?
Say we
hear S Ann B just
It seems that R B and J S are
Toon, Donald Mac Speight, BailJ
A
L
do
you
think
that
ceragencies
and
organizations.
might be changing her name be- still going strong.
ley Binford and Gerald UnderMore than 8,700
registrations
Other than Fulton, the tour
fore long. How about that S Ann I DPB is it a new flame this tam Freshman girl will let him wood, who
Mrs. Mozelle Rawls, 1st District
made the varsity
go?.
were
recorded
Fulton
in
stores
party
will
visit Leitchfield, President of American Legion
B?
!year?
team.
Everyone is saying you
B J M we are very sorry that
last Friday, Saturday and Mon- Beaver Dam, Central City, Mad- Auxiliary, accompanied by Mrs.
B T was seen with one of .her were seen with F R L the other
you are so sad over B J S, We
Congratulations
go to Don day, during which time seventeen isonville,
Dawson
old flames Tuesday night. But night.
Springs, cary Frields of Marshall Alexmerchants invited the public to Pennyrile State
Forest Park, ander unit No' 72, Fulton, at.
we hear a certain someone
N B who was that boy you hope he will hurry home.
is
Wright
who
co-manamade
was
A P what can there possibly be
come in and
register at their Hopkinsville, Cadiz, Kentucky tended a meeting of Carlsile
coming this weekend and
we were with Tuesday night?
It in Iowa? Could it be a certain ger of the Bulldogs. Don was un- stores . . . for free.
Lake State Park, Calvert
don't think
City, Orange Unit 116 in Princeton,
there will be any couldn't be B J C could it? I'm
able
out
to
go
for
team
the
beumpire by the name of G H.
The participating stores, their Kentucky Darn
Village State Kentucky, last Friday night.
doubt in her mind as who to go telling you one thing if you
want P M we don't know who it is cause of his two broken arms. awards, and the winners:
Park, Benton, Murray, Mayfield, The meeting was
'
with then.
. to keep that pretty black hair
called to orafter all, the ball players have
The Tiny Toggery, Nitey-Nite Columbus-Belmont
The freshman class also
E M who is that cute boy you you better not let a certain
has
State Park, der by President Nuckols at 7:00
Sen- gone.
a good
cheerleader, Carolyn pajamas and polo sirt, Mrs. J. W. Wickliffe, the
Ancient Buried p. m. promptly, with the'instalhave been giving the eye a lot ior girl hear about it.
D L P you had better watch Jones.
Coleman, Fulton, Ky.
City, Paducah, Marion, Morgan- lation of new officers
lately?
• M B who was that boy you
for the
out for all these rumors that are
Graham Furniture Co., $.10 in field, Henderson, Audubon State coming
K M was seen with J H the were seen with last week?
year. Mrs. Rawls gave
Watch going around. They say you are
was
S
at
ballgame
A
seen
the
merchandise, Edmond Khourie, Park and Owensboro. Previous the installation
other night at the show. What the other girls, M.
and officers electgoing steady with five girls. Nice with J. Y. from South Fulton Fri- 507 Arch Street, Fulton, Ky.
tours sponsored by the Kentucky ed are as follows:
will the Navy say about this.
Y F you had better hurry and going,
day night and was also at the
D L.
Felton Hardware & Furniture Chamber of Commerce have covWe know L S will hate to see get busy finding that
President, Mrs. Huel C. Nuckcertain
D M what lucky girl are you show with his Saturday night Company, $10 in
merchandise, ered the Cumberland Falls and
ols; Vice President, Mrs. Marian
Wonder what D M S has to say Gordan Wade, Route 1 Fulton
giving a chance this year?
Woodward; Secretary, Mrs. KathL I when will you ever give a about this?
Ky.
Falling Meteor—
leen Williamson; Treasurer, Mrs.
certain Senior boy a chance? •
McDade Furniture
IF YOU WANT TO PAY $3.95 for a pair of
Company
It seems that K C, W V, J A
(Continued from Page One)
A. C. Nuckols; Historian, * Mrs.
H W what has happened to all
and P A are the only ones that $13.50 floor lamp Mrs.
Virgil
work shoes, we have them. If you want to pay
Dorothy Pryor; Chaiplain, Mrs.
your charm?
King Pearl Village Fulton Ky. north, when the meteor burst.
can hold a steady fellow.
R. D. Leech; Sergeant at Arms,
G B is your eye set on a cer$12.50, we have those, too... and lot in be"We were looking toward the Mrs- Hugh
• Fourth Street
Murphy.
Furniture Co.
tain Junior girl?
I thought that
when D J P
from
flash
a
saw
tween.
and
house
court
J T was that P M we saw you started to school at South Fulton $4.95 table lamp, Buddy Breeden, a welding torch.
Following the installation serlight
the
As
IF YOU WANT TO PAY $5.00 for dress
at the show with Sunday night. he wouldn't see as much of BC Route 1, Fulton, Ky.
dimmed it broke into all different vice Mrs Rawls spoke to the
shoes, we have them ... on up to $15.00. In
as usual. It sure didn't seem that
Fulton Paint & Glass, $10.95 colors. The light lasted three or group on Universal Military
way Friday night.
SOPHOMORE NEWS
membership, and
How about plate glass mirror, Mrs. D. J. four seconds. The light was com- Traihing and
other words,
Seems as though S E• and F G that, Beverly?
work for the
Jones, Route 5, Fulton, Ky
south, right at us and it was other phases of
ing
got majorettes this year.
year, of interest to the organizathree
times
four
high
the
or
as
as
City
Electric,
$10 in
cash,
Who wa§ M H with
tion.
Sunday
Mrs. G• B. Butterworth, Fulton, court house. In about two minunight? It couldn't be C S could it,
Others on the program were:
thander started in the
We have the shoe for you,from cheap to best.
tes'4fr
Ky.
Martha?
Miss Nancy Parker, piano solo,
,seemed
and
to
fade
to
northeast
Both men's and boy's.
B J E seems to have a new
Tack and Jill Shop, $10 in mer- the west.
with three fine numbers, Miss
flame. Is he a Freshman, Betty?
,charldise, Ruby Greer, Fulton, Truckers driving south in south- Chloetum
Winters, flute, and
C A A is being seen with some
Ky.
ern Illinois said the light appear- Connie Stephens, piano accomJOHN HOLDER
Cayce boy, Who could it be?
f
Clarice Shop, $10 in merchan- ed in iron; of them. A man at paniment.
204 Main street
Why is R P always hanging • Funeral services for John HoldFulton. Kentneky
The meeting Was
Abe
headed
dise, Mrs. Tom Hales, Carr St., the wheel of a'truck
around the Sophomore girls? er, 81, who died Wednesday afnorth toward' MtirraY
agreed Carter Adams hrime fn PrinceFulton, Ky.
Give us a clue. Ralph.
ternoon at 5:0 will be held Friwith Marr and Lamb that the ton.
V M why don't you like to ride day
Leader Store, Chenille
afternoon
at 3 at the
bed- burst was in the north.
in a Plymouth driven by C.S?
Baptist
Church in
Bradford, spread, Wilma Wilbanks, Fulton, A trucker leaving Fulton for fear of space ships or Russian
Tenn.
Ky.
the south stopped his truck and bombs. There even was a rumor
Freshman News
stayed overnight after seeing the that a mass of something ra6dioFulton
His
Furniture
wife
preceded
&
Electric,
him
death
in
School days became a "reality"
flash. He said he was afraid to active had been found and roped
Pair
$9.95
thirteen
buodoir
months
latnps,
ago.
Mrs.
instead of a "rhythm" this past
Harry Allsion, Third Street, Ful- proceed, that he "might run into off near Milan, Tenn.
week, when the 8th graders of
a crate:
Survivors are: Irby Holder and ton, Ky.
Tennesseans, like Kentuckians
yesterday emerged as freshmen Fred Holder of Fulton,
Ther
were fantastic stories, were sure the meteor exploded
Miss Olga
to begin four years of fun,
Exchange Furniture Company, too.
over their area. But since the
frolic Holder of Bradford, Tenn., Leon
and study.
A man driving south from flash was seen in the south by
Holder of Bradford, Mrs. Jamie $10 in merchandise, Mrs. William
The school year got off to a Sloan of Paris,
Vienna, Ill., thought the object officers at Metropolis and in the
Tenn., and Mrs Smith, Route 3, Fulton, Ky.
good start with the Fulton High Roy Knott of
was a space ship. He fled his car north by policemen at Murray, it
Jackson, Tenn.
Irby's Fashion Shop, $13.95 and lay down on the pavement. was the general opinion that
the.
Carole King dress, Mrs. Doc
"It was so low I was afraid it blast occurred
high above the.
Nanney, Fulton, Ky.
would hit me," he said.
area just south of Kentucky
There also was the
chilling Dam.
City Drug Company, 6 prizes,
total valu e$13.50, Billy Stem,
Route 4, Fulton, Ky

AT
MANY LOCAL STORES

MRS. RAWLS GOES
TO AUXILIARY MEET

WHAT PRICE DO YOU WANT TO PAY!

DEATHS I

Forreister'l
, Shoe_Shop

umimmmmmmmmiimmi

MOW

INV

e01

Roberts Store, $15, in merchan,lise, Jane Kilgore, Martin, Tenn.,
!:.nite 3.

HE CAN TAKE IT....
1
But His Clothes Can't
if they hare

Mold or Mildew
from the past damp summer.
•

OK GUARANTEES TO REMOVE any mold
or mildew from ANY of your clothes,
or your money cheerfully refunded.
*

•

*

OK LAUNDRY
AND SANITONE CLEANERS

I

Victory Homemakers

Corsages for every
occasion
1. Beautiful Enamel Finish
can be made at home with our
Easy to Keep Sparklingown home.grown flowers. This
ly, Clean.
demonstration was given by the
2. Fast, Controllable Heat,
Major Project Leader, Mrs. Allen
Holds Fire Overnight.
Jones. She also assisted the mem3. Large Combustion Chambers in making
corsages from
ber Burns Gases — Proflowers they had brought.
duces More Heat from
Mrs. J. R. Powell, Recreation
Every Lump of Coal.
Leader, led the group in playing
4. Specially Designed Intera "Mother Goose
Quiz"
and
changeable,
All tire
"Twenty Objects". She also led
Brick Lining.
the group in singing "Morning
Comes Early."
5. Manifold Distributes Air
at Top of Brick Line GivMrs. Herman Roberts, Landing Maximum Combusscape Leader, explained to the
tion.
club that now is the time
to
transplant everygreens and
to
6. Built-in-Coal Chute and
sow Kentucky
Smoke Screen Makes
Blue Grass on
Firing Easier and Redulawns. She also said that
we
ces Smoke to a Minimum
should continue to spray rose
bushes and that now is the time
7. Front Swing-Type Feed
to cull and re-pot house plants.
Door
Provides Easy
Twenty-four members .and six
Fueling.
visitors were served refreshments
SMALL DOWN PAYMENT
Or the hostess, Mrs. Gus Paschall
and co-hostess, Mrs. John Dawes.
IVill hold your stove
The visitors
were: Mrs. Hattie
until you are ready for it. Hill, Mrs. Ben Morris, Mrs. Alvis
Jones, Mrs. Carl Croft, Miss Myra
Scearce and Mrs. Archley Hornsby. Mrs. Croft and Miss Seearce
were welcomed into the club as
new members.
207 Church Street
Fulton
The meeting in October will be
.with Mrs. Pete Brown.

EXCHANGE FURNITURE COMPANY

Angazing Offer

Fry's Shoe Store, Three paris
Shaleen nylon hose, Mrs. M. T.
Calliham, 403 Green Street, Fulton, Ky.

Beautifully Dotigned to Give=you the
MOST HEAT at Greater SAVINGS!
Cheek These Comfort-Giving Money-Saving Advantages For Yourself.

NOW! Before prices advance on washing
machines we make you this

Dotty Shop, Doris Dodson dress
and pair-Connie shoes, Mrs. G. L.
Nanney, Route 1, Fulton, Ky.

SAFE, STEADY, CLEAN HEAT
it' KING-0-HEAT cir_eadat"

IMMO.

I. Famous GENERAL
Electric Washer
2. 21-piece "Cannon"
Ensemble
3. A whole year's
supply of Rinso
ALL FOR ONLY

$11995
Hurry in today and examine this liberal offer
first-hand.
You're not dreaming . . . you actually get this useful 24 Piece
Ensemble by the famous CANNON Mills ... complete at this
new, low Sale price: Here's what you get:
4 Large Bath Towels
• 4 Dish Cloths
• 2 Large Sheets
* 2 Large Pillow Cases

'4 Large Face Towels
• 4 Wash Cloths
' Everything Complete

FULTON HARDWARE & FURNITURE CO
208 Lake Street
••••.,

•••••••

the South Fulton PTA, for transmission to the PTA group.
The letter follows:
The board of governors and the
administrative staff of the new
Obion County General hospital
hereby express the sincere thanks
of the hospital officials and the
of
A hint that the Korean war
proposed
use
the
approved
the
At the regular meeting of
peoille of Obion county for the bring still more taxes was given
board of governors of the Obion the money. The hospital superin- generous gift from your group. to members of the Chicago Exethe tendent and a South Fulton rep- This gift exemplifies the spirit c
County General hospital,
yy cheote dBaayrkble
dsenC
t lA
u beynesv.r
purteisvie
and and active interest of the people
investigated
board accepted a donation Of resentative
hosnew
in
our
county
Obion
of
prodonation
will
the
addressed the opening luncheon
$150 from -the South Fulton PTA. found that
cure two gliders, three chairs, Pitgl•
of the organization's 40th year.
The money was donated for the one table and an umbrella. The
opis
hospital
new
our
When"We are going to be compelled
purpose of obtaining
specific
chairs and gliders will be metal ened and is receiving patients,
furniture for the sun porch on frames with weath@r proof up- the furniture for the sun porch to raise taxes now, and may ask
occurs,"
for more as the need
the roof of the new hospital
holstery.
to be obtained with the donated Barkley told his audience
of
The check was tendered to the
four years ago, when money will be enjoyed by not more than 1,000 in_the Morrison
Three
or
hospital superintendent at the
proposal for and it only the patients at the tfbspital hotel.
a
there
was
last meeting of the - Women's
seemed likely that Obion county but will also be used and enjoyed
Among his listeners were six
Auxiliary by a representative of
build a new hospit- by many visitors from all over wounded veterans of the Korean
group, for was going to
Fulton
the South
South Fulton PTA decided the county. This new furniture is war, some on crutches or with
al,
the
transmission to the board of govcanvass the area and solicit a contribution which will add to arms in plaster casts. Before the
ernors for acceptance and appro- to
money to furnish one of the overall efficiency of the hos- luncheon, Barkley chatted with
val. Wednesday the board
of enough
new hospital. pital and to the comfort of the the boys and
autographed the
governors accepted the check and the rooms in the
The $150 was donated by the citi- patients and their visitors; it is cast on the arm of Cpl. Emery
zens of the area for that purpose: one more step toward a good hos- Patton of Lima, Ohio, who was
The money was deposited in the pital; the ,kind of hospital that wounded while fighting
with
bank, to be withdrawn only for the people desire.
the 25th Division. He paid triDr. H.W.Connaughton the
purpose for which it was col, We wish to again express our bute to them in his speech.
lected. When it was found that thanks raid appreciation for your
Barkley said,the United States
Veterinary Service
the new hospital rooms were to gift.
is in a sound economic position
under a general
be furnished
—Union City Messenger and well able to withstand the
Phone 807-R
contract, the PTA decided to use
strain of the cost of the Korean
or Call 70
the- money to
furnish the sun
conflict.
porch which was not to be equip-1U
Graduate Veterinarian
"The Korean war is a part of a
ped from funds provided in the
world conflict between two idLocated on Martin-Fulton
general contract.
eologies, one dedicated to freeTThe board of governors has
Highway.
dom and the other to suppression
forwarded a letter of thanks to
of freedom, Barkley asserted.
Mrs. Jamie Wade, treasurer of
The United States is in it, he
Public health education plays claimed, because of its obligation
an important part in every activ- to the United Nations to help preity carried on by the staff of your serve peace.
The vice prepident said that
county health unit.
ex- five years ago no,body could have
The visiting nurse who
plains the importance of immuni- dreamed that one of the members
zation to you and your child, the of the United Nations (Russia)
the "would be found stubbornly and
sanitarian who points out
need for proper doggedly opposing the efforts of
public health
408 EDDINGS STREET
garbage disposal and insect con- the. organization to bring about
many
others peace."
trol—these and
For Ambulance Service Day or Night
He added however, that nobody
throughout the state are helping
good who has read- Marx and Engel, or
to spread the' gospel of
Lenin and Stalin, could
have
health.
impressed
Tools to aid in the work of failed to have been
public health education—such as with the fact that their doctrine
Contract Funeral Home for and Member of
system of governphamplets, motion pictures and advocated a
Kentucky Funeral Directors' Burial Association, Inc.
radio scripts—are available from ment, society, and economics opthe Division of Public Health Ed- posed to individual liberty and
ucation, Kentucky State Depart- initiative. They made it plain, he
ment of Health, through your lo- said, that capitalism and communism could not live side by
Nil health unitTwo of these tolls—The Bulle- side in the same world.
Barkley, who said he had spent
tin and News and Plans—interpret the the work of the Health as much as six weeks at a time
MEMPHIS
Department to the people of our in Russia, claimed the people in
state. Weekly news releases and the villages are by nature kindly
colunms on timely phases of pu- and hospitable and talented musiare, he asserted.
blic health are published
in cians. They
newspapers, such as this one, powerless to resist a dominating
and
ruthless government which
throlIghout Kentucky.
An increasing use is being made is trying to force communism upon
the
Whole world.
of visual education aids — such
as films and exhibits on public
health. Schools, churches alid HOUSEHOLD TIP
Glue a paper plate to the bots
'•
iclubs are constantly requesting
and making use of such material. tom of the paint can when paintSpeakers on health subjects of ing. You can rest the brush .on
v•
special interest are also available. the paper plate and it will keep
•
EEOEh
..."141
••••
••"
Visorat
,
%boo,
To help county health unit in paint from getting on the floor.
‘
17
planning their own public health
education programs, field personrAivnel from the Division of Public
1
Health Education consult with
LIVESTOCK
E X DOS IT ION
members of the county health unII'
its.
If you, as a teacher, a church
a
i worker or a club member are in1
;
*
terested in planning a program
on some phase of health,
the
staff of your local health unit
0
stands ready to help. Or if you,
as a reader of this column, are
1111rwel hem the Ores, west moo OHM
Commit.. OtotItors to •••••••• In ON
530.000.00 IS
interested in health
WORLD'S CHAMPIONSHIP E00(0 for
literature,
Prenslirms. NATIONAL
IOW.' Thrill lo The
door. *Imo SIS.000.0111 S WHO moon,
CHOPS- HORN
A
lyou may obtain it from the health
enchawfmonf el th•
POLLED SHORTHORN
World, Mont Mid.
•XPOPITION. Here.
war.
TO.
DasxlIng
unit office. Public health educaAprels. Abodes, AnNeal. Oros. ShotY
Th• "ICS
• tion is a year-round
Mr. Seymour Marks, 1229 Morprogram,
CLASSICS... Arnerltry. !warm Oaks It
c•O Sotert••1 IC.
Livestock, M. A v.,
r since public
health is a year- rison St., thinks his son Gregory
Sh•o. Pitereefll1
Prolerts. road Sher
is
the finest little boy in St.
Idotordronee. II I d
A Hall
Appliances.
round need.
land with 7 wonderMore than 100 CronLouis, Missouri, and he isn't a bit
ful Odell. DelICIOPI1
niocial A en.fustriaf
food f. elNnk. ExciteAsh... Treat 0.
ashamed
to admit it. He also says
ment
Ion for EN
0 Nidgeoni,,... Co one.
A
,I HOUSEHOLD TIP
Wool. lawn,. • • .
he used to be cross, irritable and
em. 250.000 Volt
Senerrtor. Model tal
nervous,
but HADACOL put a
To remove coffee stains from
Proniorn CON nEteael,
0 log Pile.
I glass coffee makers, make a so/b- stop to all that when he found
Alr
1
was suffering from • lack of
ANY
\
tion of one tablespoon of baking he
Vitamins B,.• B.. Niacin and Iron.
ss 4ro41e EveRoyarosinav
I soda and two tablespoons of vineMr. Marks was mighty ptoud
gar plus enough water to fill the to make the following statement:
MID -SOUTH FAIR ,
lbottom of the glass toffee tnaker "Before I began taking HADAAND LIVESTOCK SHOW,
;After an hour's soaking, the stair COL there was many a night tb• t
I lay. atvake. I just couldn't get
will usually be gone. _
•
any sleep. Food didn't agree with
TH
me and my stomach gave me all
Phone 470 for Yob Printin4,
sorts of trouble. I took only two
bottles of HADACOL before I
was feeling much better. Now I
am in the best of condition and
have only HAOACOL to thank.
One of my cousins told ule about
HADACOL and I have told many
more people about the fine results I have had from HADACOL."
You, Too, Will Be Amazed
at the wonderful results HADACOL can bring you, as it has to
thousands and thousands of other
fine folks who suffered a deficiency of Vitamins B,, B., NiaCin,
Some things just can't be
and Iron, which HADACOL conparted! That's how it is with
tains. HADACOL helps build up
the hemoglobin content of your
companionable men and
blood (when Iron is needed) to
congenial Bond & Lillard!
carry these precious Vitamins and
Minerals to every organ, and evUniformly fine since 1869.
ery part of your body—to the
heart, liver, kidneys and lungs,
even to the eyes, hair and nails.
Give HADACOL a chance today. Refuse substitutes. Don't let
anyone tell you something else is
"just as good." Insist on the genuine HADACOL. No risk is involved . .. because HADACOL
is sold only on a strict moneyback guarantee. You'll feel great
a
with the first few bottles you take
wHisKEy
10Hcm.ru=
or your money will be refunded.
Trial size, only $1.25: Large Family or Hospital size, $3.50.
© INC Tno 1.4131ain Corporation
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TAX INCREASES
WILL CONTINUE,
BARKLEY HINTS

SOUTH FULTON PTA GIVES $150
TO OBION COUNTY HOSPITAL FUND

Get Ready for Colder Days Ahead!

•

PUI31.1C HEALTH
TOPICS

WHITN EL

FUNERAL HOME

Phone m--> 88 <--c Phone

teetter

r/

FAIR
/1410-5001WSHON
- ano6 illIESTOCk

(1-•

4r,

trmairs

OM

arm&

I

w.41/71
"
moro_p. ,

- SEPTEMBER 21sT dim 30

A Goat)
CoMPANito!

R1 &LI

.""P

A BI END

NATIONAL DISTILLERS PRODUCT': CORPORATION. NEW YORK, N Y.•65-0 GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS

Get Your HADACOL Now at

EVANS DRUG CO.
216 Lake St.

Fulton

STOVES, - HEATERS
PRICED RIGHT—MADE RIGHT—GIVE 'RIGHT' SERVICE!

Reduced Prices This Week Only!
"SURE-0 HEAT" ONE ROOM OIL HEATERS
Reg. $42.50 and advancing because of
current metal shortages, this week only:

39.95
_

"SAVOIL" PORTABLE 2-BURNER HEATERS
Reg. $38.95 and going higher on the
advancing fall market; this week only:

$29.95

2-EYE LAUNDRY-TYPE HEATERS
Regularly priced at $10.95; our special
price this week only:

$9.95

4-EYE LAUNDRY-TYPE COAL HEATERS
Regularly priced at $19.95; our
special price this week only:

$17.95

LIQUIDATING STOCKS! FIRST COME, FIRST SERVED!

ELECTRIC HEATERS, 1-3 OFF
ARVIN, portable, radiant-type; entirely-enclosed for safety.
1300 watts; Regular price $11.95; only two left!
"KORD" portable, radiant type; extra-large size with nice-looking, enclosed case for safety; Reg. price $18.50; only three left!
"TEPFER" portable, radiant-type corner heater; fine for bathroom
corner or small, crowded room because it stands •on-end; 1250
watts: Regular $13.95; only three left!
"RAINMASTER" portable, radiant-type; all-aluminum case. Regular
$8.50; only six left!

A Full Stock of Men's Safety Razors
98c

SEGAL 1-piece safety razor and 5 "barber-keen" blades

New GILLETTE super-speed razor, with speed-pack of 10 blades $1.
SHICK injector razor, with 20-blade pack

$1.25
98c

GEM "Micromatic" razor and 5-blade pack

THIS WEEK'S
FAT PARADE
ON RECORDS:
I. Goodnight Irene
2. Mona Lisa
3. Play a simple Melody
4. Sam's Song
5. Tzona, Tzona, Tzona
6. Bonaparte's retreat
7. Count Every Star
8. All My Love
9. Can anyone Explain
10. La Vie En Rose

PHONOGRAPH

14 - HOUR SERVICE
RADIO

RECORD

REPAIR

ALL 10 and 12-INCH

ALBUMS
ONE THIRD OFF
LIST PRICE

In today - - out tomorrow!
Complete line of
TUBES,
PARTS,
etc.
All work guaranteed

FULTON ELECTRIC
& FURNITURE Co.
Phone 100

Ernest Lowe, Mgr.

Fulton, Ky.

New Location .... 217 East Fourth Street

.4

News and Personals from - -

Chocolate Cookies Children's Choice

Water Valley
Odell Puckett

for the safe policy of the church.
Friends change the best friends
today tomorrow they are your
worst enemies but we as Disciales of Christ have a right to contend for what belong to
the
Church- We \ are
living in a
dangerous times. But by and by
a Better Day is coming but you
must be a true Christian
and
serve God with a Pure heart. My
sister and I have finish one bale
of cotton and on another one if
the Lord say so we will finish it
this week if the Lard say so.
Here is another poem, Subject,
Give the Negro a
Chance You
cannot win this divided.
Each must do their part;
Each race must love each
other more,
And put your trust in God.
A housedivided against itself;
Cannot continue to stand.
Give the Negro equal rights,
He'll prove himself a man.

Mrs. Richard
Childress and
Mrs. H. E. Wilson spent Wedson, Jimmie, Mrs. W. B. Thomp- nesday
afternoon with
Mrs.
son spent
Monday
afternoon Will Puckett.
with Mrs. Will Puckett.
Neely
Owen left
Saturday
Mr. and Mrs. Grundy Edwards morning for Detroit, Mich,
to
and Mrs. Margaret Jacobs
of seek employment.
Metropolis, Ill.,
spent Monday
Mr. and Mrs. Don Tice of Danight with Mr. and Mrs. W T. troll, Mich., spent
Thursday and
Edwards.
Friday with their uncle and aunt,
Miss Jo Ann Bishop left Wed- Mr. and Mrs Clifton Williams and
nesday for Murray where she is and daughter, Kay.
entering her freshman year of. Mrs. Roselee
Copeland, Mrs.
college.
Ala Mac Hall, Mrs. Betty Nan
Mrs. William
Looney
and Williams and Mrs. Soncie Pirtle
daughter, Mildred moved their were hostesses to a one o'clock
furniture to
Clinton
Friday luncheon for members of their
where it was to be sold at public sewing club, at the home of Mrs.
auction Saturday. They plan to Pirtle Wednesday , The guests inPIERCE STATION
go to Detroit soon to make their cluded: Mrs.
Wilman
Wilson,
home.
Claude Graddy spent Saturday
Mrs. Sarah Haskell, Mrs. Euna
night and Sunday with his brothMr and Mrs. Davis Lee Dickson Mae Pillow ad Mrs. Myrtle
Latand Miss Glenda Boone of Fulton ta.
er, Raymond,
and family
at
were Friday night supper guests
Cayce, Ky.
LOOK! Anyone disiring to buy
of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Pirtle.
Mrs. William E.
Long
and
a hound dog. Contact
Albert
Mrs. Leon Charlton and Miss
David and Mrs. Johnnie Holland
Hicks he has same fine ones for
Opal Elrod shopped in Mayfield
and Linda of Fulton spent Frisale.
Wednesday.
day in Mayfield.
Mr. ,Hulon West from
MayMr. and Mrs. Sam Griffin of
field was a visitor in town SatTroy, Tenn., spent Sunday with
urday.
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Press
Favorite and most famous of the cookie clan are Chocolate Crunch
Mrs Glenn Puckett and Miss
Griffin.
Odell Puckett shopped in Padu- Cookies that are studded with morsels of semi-sweet chocolate. Easy
to make, bake a batch with this tried and tested recipe:
Mrs. Billie Stem and children
cah Thursday afternoon.
spent the weekend in Princeton,
Chocolate Crunch Cookies
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Roberts, Mr.
Ky., with her parents, Mr. and
/
4 cups sifted flour
and Mrs. Harley Newton spent 11
1 egg, beaten
Mrs. Murphy. Her sister-in-law,
Few drops hot water
the weekend with Mr. and Mrs, % teaspoon soda
Mrs. Carl Murphy, accompanied
/
11 2 teaspoon salt
1S2 cup chopped nuts
Freck Newton in Alton, Mo.
',a cup butter (or shortening)
her home for a two-week visit.
1 package semi-sweet
Mrs. Lena McAlister left Sun- 6 tablespoons granulated
sugar
chocolate
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Lang spent
day for a few days visit with her 6 tablespoons brown sugar
h teaspoon vanilla
Saturday with Mr. and Mrs Will111000,_
sister, Mrs. Cecil Taylor and Mr.
iam
Sift
Long and•David.
flour
with soda and salt; set aside. Blend shortening
Taylor of Cayce.
sugar until creamy; slowly add sugar and continue to work with
Albert
until
Hutchens and
Bro.
Mr. and Mrs. Vithroe McClain light. Add egg, and beat
well. Add flour mixture and mix, then add
Charlie and
in your borne, at
sister, Mrs. Sam
and Mrs. Jeanie Scott of Martin a few drops hot water and mix together
until well blended. Add
Winston of Fulton spent Monday
visited Mr. and Mrs W. T. Ed- chopped nuts, semi-sweet chocolate and vanilla. Drop by
on she concert iiage ..
.
teaspoonin Paducah with their aunt, Mrs.
wards Saturday. Mrs. Scott re- fuls on a greased cookie sheet. Bake in a moderate oven (3750F.)
today's great piano.
10-12
minutes. YIELD: 59 cookie&
Ada Lenox.
mained for a longer visit.
Dewitt Matthews was a social
Mr and Mrs. Gilbert Walker
FEEZLE PIANO SALES
visitor in Greenfield Sunday.
and family of Lynnville visited out and worship with us.
afternoon.
622 Broadway
Paducah
Mrs- Jack Raymond and little
her mother, Mrs. Carl
Cooley
Jodie Wooten of Detroit, Mich., son, of Memphis, spent
Mrs. Hattie
Mullins
moved
Sunday afternoon.
several
visited this week with his sister days last week
Saturday
Arnett
from
Will
the
with her mother,
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Puckett
mother,
and
house
Mr.
Mrs.
and
into
Claudie
Mrs
housethe
with
Mrs. Mattie Rogers. Mr. and Mrs.
and Miss Odell Puckett attended
Jobe and Mrs. Sarah Jane Woot- Lester Alford and son,
Ebbie Crossnoe.
church
of Dyersat
Salem
Methodist
en.
Mr.
Mrs.
and
011ie Thompson
burg, Miss Helen Rogers of MemChurch near Fulgham Sunday.
and
Mr.
Mrs.
Robert
Gossum
of
Defunak
Springs,
Fla., spent
phis, and Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Wm.
Mabel Melton
his spent the latter part of the week Greer and
and son, Vernon, Mrs. Ethel Mel- Friday and Saturday with
daughter of Fulton
with
their
daughter,
Mrs.
Jarmts
aunt,
Miss
Ada
Pigue
were Sunday guests. They were
ton spent Sunday afternoon with
alS-1664
Copeland, Mr.
Copeland
and celebrating Mrs. Rogers' birthMr. and Mrs Will Puckett.
Mrs. T. E. Eaker moved Saturchildren
near
Wingo.
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Earnest Coltharp day to the home of her daughter,
Mrs. James
Inman and girls,
and daughter spent Sunday after- Mr. and Mrs. Vectae
Colthrap
and
Sue
Betty
Jane
spent
SaturFriday - Saturday
noon with Mr. and Mrs. Carl Pir- near Pilot Oak.
,
day night with her brother, Mr.
tle.
Mrs. Jim Edd Hargrove
September 22 23
and
A revival meeting began Sun- children visited Sunday with Mr, and Mrs. Louis Boaz and daughMrs. Edgar Grissom
ter, Linda Gale.
day
night at the
Methodist and Mrs. Clay Hargrove of MayA good attendance was at the
Miss June. Bishop spent Sunday
Church
with the Rev
Feature No. I
George field.
with Miss Carolyn Collier near Mission Sunday morning and afBell of Murray doing the preachMr. and Mrs.
ternoon and night.
John
Moore Fulton.
ing. Everyone is
invited, come shopped in Paducah Saturday.
Rev. Earl Baird preached
Mrs. Will Puckett visited Mrs.
at
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Boaz and Dona Stewart and Mrs. J.
T. the mqrning and evening services,
and
Bro
Jack
Graves at the
daughter, attended toe funeral of Robey Saturday afternoon.
services. Rev. Baird
Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Aydelott ar- afternoon
lar. Charlie Alexander in Fulton
baptized
nine
after
the afternoon
rived Saturday
from Detroit,
—See-Sunday afternono.
Mich., to spend
sometime with services at Bob White's pond on
with
Mr. and Mrs Leon Charlton his mother and sister, Mrs. M. E. Mayfield highway.
T. H. "Tom" Cowden
Little Laddie Stokes has been
ABBOTT and COSTELLO
Phone 1587 Union City, Tenn. and children
visited Mr. and Aydelott and Stella.
right sick for the past week of
ROBERT CUMMINGS
Mrs. Chester
Charlton Sunday
scarlet fever, but is better at this
ALLAN JONES
Mississippi Plantation Life:
writing.
NANCY KELLY
Most Complete Stock
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Phillips
The Writings Of
In Weitike—
ntocky
and sons, were the dinner guests I
—PLUSMattie Dear
of Mr. and Mrs. 011ie McClain
and family Sunday after church.
2nd Feature
I was bless to be at the Shilo
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Grissom
M. B. C. Sunday pestored by the were the dinner
WESTERN THRILL
guests of Rev.
Rev. Skipper of Clarksdale, Miss. and Mrs. Earl
Baird of Fulton
Prayer
service
-condu
cted
by the Sunday after church.
TIM HOLT
officers, then the
ushers done
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Milam
—in—
their duty, then the pa,stor offer- returned home
442 Lake Street
Saturday evening
Phone 237
ed a fervent prayer over
the from
Louisville after attending
Poor Saint offering. Brother Her- the fair for the
past week.
man and Brother Boen raised the
Little Linda Collier is on the
public offering the sum of $3.30 Sick list.
Lo
irogw Tceorsmts
then the roll was called.
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Sutton and
Rev. L. R. Skipper made some son, Danny
attended church a
ti.mely remarks about his trip to.
Quick Service
the National Convention and it
was good. Then he taken his text
Sun. - Mon. - Tues.
•fitus 3rd.
chapter first verse.
INSURANCE
Subject "Christian UsefullnessSeptember 21-25-2G
ATKINS, HOLMAN & FIELDS
and he sure preach a soul reviving sermon then the door of the
Fli
I
ton,
Kentuck
y
For yourself,
church was open but
WATCH OUT!
received
for your family,
none. The chosen prayer by the
for your friends
Rev. Willie Start
Sure had a
a picture
good service its joy in serving
the Master.
says more than
I guess some of the people are
a thousand
complaining about the rain but
words.
its best not to grumble about anyMake an Ap‘‘Ith
thing the Lord do. Everything he
pointment today
do is for better. We are living in
Richard
Paul
a changing world.
Everything
changes. Since
WIDMARK
Jesus died vilDOUGLAS
lages, towns and
citiea, have
changed the times
and seasons 212 Commercial
MYSTERY!
Fulton
change but the Disciples of Christ
PHONE 693
have a very season to contend
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)
the Mission Satufilay evening.
with their aunt in Paducah.
Mrs. Edgar Girssom spent FriMr. and Mrs. Leon Moore attended
church at the
M.
Mission day with Mr. and Mrs. V
Smiley of Riceville.
Sunday.
The farmers
are taking advantage of these few pretty days HOUSEHOLD TIP
finishing cutting
tobacco
and
To enable a smaii cnisa to get
filling silos.
a better grip on a drinking-glass
Ray and Paul Bruce the two , place two rubber bands around
small
sons of Mr. and
Mrs. the glass—one
about an inch
Thomas Bruce
returned home from the top and the other about
Sunday.. After a few days visit an inch from the bottom.

RUPTURE
That old truss with harness of leather,
THROW AWAY elastic,
straps, belts.
IT'S HERE — THE SENSATIONAL NEW INVENTIO
N
SUTHERLAND'S "MD" RUPTURE SUPPORT
Approved by Doctors—Acclaimed by actual wearers as world's
greatest discovery for rupture — Last Indefinitely — Always
Clean — No Odors — Featherweight

CITY DRUG CO.
Next to Fulton Bank

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME

7

50
ar

ONE NIGHT IN
THE TROPICS

ICED

8c
1.

25

Sc

ICE

1W.

•

"RIDERS OF
THE RANGE'

WINES
FARM

I LIQUORS

LOANS

Memory Lives
In Pictures

"PANIC IN THE
STREETS"

111COALNOi

Gardner's Studio

Wed. - Thurs.

7

WINES

WHISKEY
RUM

•

GIN

LIQUERS

DRIVE-IN LIQUOR STORE
Depot Street

"Buck Bushart"

Fulton
.
4••••••0

SEED

FHA LOANS

1,...;;;;;;*

TELEPHONE

The best ambulance service at any hour, day or night.
Air-conditioned chapel.
—MEMBER—
KENTUCKY FUNERAL DIRECTORS BURIAL ASS'N.

ORPHEUM

int

Fulton, Ky.

FOR THIRTY YEARS
QUALITY AND SERVICE
have been our first consideration; yet funerals as low as $99.50
are always a part of our service.

igalbtnin

West Slz.te Line

Phone 70-428
408 Lake Street

FOR FALL SOWING!
Barley
Rye
Wheat
Fescue
Ladino Clover
Winter Turf Oats
Red Top
Red Clover
Orchard Grass
Rye Grass
Turnip Seed

Let Us

CLEAN YOUR SEED!

I

WE SELL SURGE MILKERS
—Installed and in operation in 3 hours.

Authorized dealers for

HANNA'S PAINTS

See us for your farm and
nome needs. Good stocks

All Kinds of
LIVESTOCK AND POULTRY FEEDS
—including—
SEMI-SOLID "E" Emulsion for chickens.
KAFF-A for starting and growing calves.
SEMI-SOLID EMULSION for graving and finishing pigs.

September 27-28

Rooney Runs Riot
In The Toughest
Game of ALL!!

By all means you should place your order
with us now for your coal.
It isn't long till you will need it, and we
can give you good service, now.
*

*

in

THE FIREBALL

CITY Mil CO.
Telephone 51

CUSTOM GRINDING AND MIXING
We can sweeten it with molasses.

WE HAVE YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

BARGAIN PRICES

We have a good supply of Barb Wire, Wire
Fencing, Metal Roofing and Square - Butt
and Hexagon Asphalt Shingles.

COLEMAN'S SERVICE STATION

A. C. BUTTS & SONS

*

FERTILIZER FOR FALL SEEDING
Phosphate 20"o, 4$11. 62"'
Rock Phosphate 30
Ammonium nitrate

Mickey Rooney
Pat O'Bren

COLORFUL POTTERY
CHINA SETS - - LAMPS

''Standard Oil Products"
East State Line

Fulton

Groceries --- Feeds --- Seeds
Phones 602 -- 603

Page
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School News
1
',High -school elected its officers
CAYCE HIGH SCHOOL
, :,ns follows: President, Henry
Freshman Hews
•Smith; Vice-President, Carolyn
Slcarry)
Ruby
(Ry
Secretary, Eleanor
Jenkins;
of CaYavIKing; Treasurer, Ricky McClana11m freshman class
han; Reporter. Ruby McMurry.
We had a class hayride Wednesday night September 6. Nearly everyone went, and had a good
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We Are Now Buying

SWEET POTATOES
We also store your potatoes: all potatoes

in

storage fully covered with insurance.
—Crates and Hampers available now—
B.K.BOYD,Manager

Gordon,Somors& Butts
Walnut Sreet

Phone 1249

Fulton
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FEMALE
WEAKNESS

EGGSHELL FINISH

0a-Base Williamsburg Colors

EXACT matches of colors untd in the reamration of Colonial Williamsburg are now reproduced in Pittsburgh Historic

PURE MILK CO.

Wall Paint Twelve colors.
Fulton Paint & Glass Company
PHONE WIV
210 CHURCH STREET
Enriched with MOWED OIL

Ca

• VEGETABLE COMPOUND •

Two Secrets

-SEll WHINES

xNAND

IVE WOML

Tp,keep a lovely home looking as
fresh and enjoyable as the day it

—

was built, there are TWO secret.i&--

-

to learn _

_ and here are both

I RAY'S SANDWICH SHOP-1

them!

1. Fresh Wallpaper!
Our lovely, fresh pattern,
brkhten up faded or, dirty
walls and restore rooms to
wonderful cheeriness
You'll LIVE in your home
all winter; make it fresh
with new paper.

2.

Martin-Senour Paint!

Paint preserves and protects both the in
and outside of your home, but it does
more; it adds new, glorious color and
cleanliness to everything. With our MARTIN-SENOUR paints you are assured dependable protection and lasting beauty,

•4 Point Feed Guides your
stitching straight and true, with
just gentle guiding up to the
needle.
•Fingertip Pressure Release lets
you darn and mend without using any special attachment.
•Built-In Sewlight puts illumiPORTABLE COMPLETE WITH- CASE nation on your sewing right at
the needlepoint where it is
needed most.
• Hinged Presser Foot enables
you to sew right over basting pins
thus eliminating hand basting.
• Automatic Bobbin Winder
properly fills bobbin and automatically releases it when completely filled.
• Dial Stitch Length Regulator.
You can set the control and be
assured of the right stitch for
each garment.
PRICES
BEGIN AT

207 Church Street

ft
TRADE-IN ALLOWANCE
FOR OLD MACHINES

TRY!
HAMBURGERS
Chili
Pit Bar-B-Q
Ray Hunter, Owner
Curb Service
GIVE

Fulton

89 95

TERMS as LOW es $1.75 WM(

with proved economy!
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NEW TREATMENT HELPS FRIGID WIVES;
RULES FOR PARENTS ON EMOTIONAL CARE
Frigidity in many young wives a normal happy marriage relais being corrected, and modern, tionship. Doctors have discovered
research is helping them toward that patients need a feeling of
complete
security and the encouragement of being told that
gratification will come in time,
according to Dr. Martin
Gumpert.
He gives doctors' five rules for
the guidance of parents:
"Doctors have found that the
emotional adustmenc most women have to make to improve or
correct frigidity does not usually
require a prolonged and expensive treatment.
"To many discouraged young
women it is reassuring to know
Prompt Radio
that newly wedded wives rarely
have satisfactory sex
exeperiRepair Service
ences during the early months of
Therm; no delay, no putting it marriage These wives need enoff when NOD call CITY ELEC- couragement, and the knowledge
nuc for radio maintenance. that gratification will be achievWe'rc experts on all popular ed in time. Because a woman has
makes, with full equipment experienced disappointment and
and complete stock of parts to frustration, she must not allow
service YOUR set quickly and her attitude-to be one of indifferefficiently.
ence. This attitude can lead
to
deep-seated feelings of hostility
Honest diagnosis
and resentment which may make
—PROMPT ATTENTION—
her case more difficult for her
doctor to treat.
PHONE 4-0-1
"A feeling of complete security
is necessary to most young wives.
Living with parents or in-laws
can result in. self-consciousness
about sex. Often seemingly trival
And Tire Company
things such as no shade at the
window, or an
unlocked bed205 Commercial Ave. room
door, may set up conflicts

X-ft0tee$, RADIO
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total Ezzsi'DEO

CITY ELECTRIC
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Dianne, of Greenfield, Tenn.
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Sue Clinic
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Clark, family Thursday afternoon.
WORKMANSHIP
son and daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmoore Copelen
....At Low Cost
0. G. Clark of Fulton and Mr. and girls and Mrs. Nora Copelen
a n d Time
and Mrs. Doc Stow of Mayfield were supper guests, of Mr. and Watches, Clocks
Pieces of All Rinds Accurately
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Chicago Tuesday Mrs. A. E. Green
Wednesday
Repaired at Low Cost by—
morning to attend the funeral of night.
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ANDREWS
spent the
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ONE OF KENTUCK Y'S
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of the land of the "Long Knives".
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"What
$15,000
Long years have passed since bluesponsoring
grass seed was harvested with the
N F. Wilkerson, were: Mr. and
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little swinging boxes that stripped
campaign to call attention to the many advantages of living and
Gardner, Mr. and
Mrs. Morris
seed. The harvest is now made
working in the South.
Mrs. Odell Sills and daughter, the
amid the clattering roar of modSue and Marjore, Misses Sue, ern machinery—but it is still an
conference, Rev. Shelby and Virginia Clark.
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tional charm.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Howell and
"Training for zr happy marriage I Perry was called again to pastorYes, and beer is a tradition
should start early. Doctors be- ate for the next associational Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Howell
in Kentucky, too!
lieve that parents today have a year. He enters upon his duties visited Mrs. Alice Walker and
Like bluegrass seed harvesting,
responsibility to give their chil- as full-time pastor. Services each son, Sunday afternoon.
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mother
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dren an emotional
It brings together the philosovisited in Crutchfield Sunday.
marriage services 7:30 p. m.
that will make their
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Delegates to the association are
easier than it has
adjustment
and the scholar upon the common ground of hospitality, for
been, in many cases, for our pre- Messrs. Condon Mitchell, Harvey
ROCK SPRINGS
a cool glass of beer, the bevsent generation of brides and Donoho and Artell Vincent.
erage of moderation.
Nettie Lee Copelen
Modern doctors offer
grooms.
storing of
The cutting and
Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Moore and
these five rules for the guidance lespedeza is getting under way
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Mathis is suffering
Mr. Sam
"2. Parents and older brothers
never claim from a deep chest cold, requiring
and sisters should
from his family
that boys are superior to girls, or medical care
physician, Dr. P. J. Trinca.
girls to boys.
"3. Childbirth suffering should
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Davis were
never be discussed in the pres- Sunday dinner guests of Mr- and
234 EAST FOURTH STREET
ence of a child.
Mrs J. W. Bynum.
".4 Parents should take an unMrs. D. A. Mathis is visiting in
embarrassed attitude toward a the home of her daughter, Mr.
child's inevitable sex questions. and Mrs. George Hayrnod, State
Toilet training should be a natur- Line Road. The Haygood family
al, matter-of-fact process
are leaving soon for Texas to re"5. Every mother should pre- side.
pare her daughter for the onset
Rev. Alton Perry was a Sunday
of menstruation by explaining it dinner
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as a natural function, part of the Bert Davis..
process of growing up."
In the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Prompt service!
Sunday were: Mr
Ed Frields
and
AUSTIN SPRINGS and Mrs. Eric Cunningham
Yes Madam! A phone call
George Ed.- of Dresden, your
writer and family, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Carey Frields
"75" brings good food,
to
Mrs. Cecil
Davis is hobbling Doyle Frields and Karen, Mrs..
and groceries to your
meats
Gloria Ann,
around due to a sprained ankle, J. W. Bynum and
... in all kinds of weathdoor.
sustained in a fall at her home. Margaret Bynum and Mrs. Cecil ,
No bones were broken, but she Davis.
er. Try us today; our goal is
Mr. and Mrs. G. T. Cunninghas suffered intensively from the
to please you.
ham, Dukedom visited Mr. and
injury.
Mr. Corbitt
Rickman was Mrs. Buddy Johnson Sunday afbrought home from Murray hospital the past week after several
days treatment from kidney ailment., He is slowly improved.
Mr. and Mrs. Buton Lassiter
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and son. Leslie, Mr. and
Mrs.
and Fleetline
Styleline
George Haygood
Sunday afternoon.
Styling
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semi-monthly appointment at Salem church the past
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Sawyers Market
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FALL ROUND-UP
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..
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Poles
aid Festivals

MORE CONVENIENCE ... LESS COST
WHEN THE GANG GOES TOGETHER!
No. the time to round up your crowd for •
carefree group trip to one of F•111 exciting
events! there •rgoo many Places to go—and a.
so easy, no much more fun on a Chartered
Greyhound bus! Lease 14 hene•er you please, go
direct to hotel or stadium. And don t forget tb•
big selection of other kinds of trips
and tours and wet lel trace! features
in Greyhound s great fall Round Cp
of Travel Bargains!

II

UNION BUS STATION
Phone 41
4th and Carr Sts.

GREYHOUND
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C./indent oxcarts, which carried the
bourbon from farm cabins', have
Kentucky
first
given way to modern transportation—but—the
method of making this genuine, old-time whisky
remains unchanged.

ALL KENTUCKY STRAIGHT
BOURBON WHISKEY

,NCE
NES

91
OLD

PROOF

STYLE

SOUR

MASH

ric
INC OR POR AT ED

,ct

Choose between
Standard Drive and

Nothing new has been added

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

Automatic Transmission
Combination of Powerglide automatic
transmission and 105-hp. engine optional
on De Luxe models at extra cost.

America's Best Seller!

America's Best Buy!

CITY MOTOR COMPANY
110 LAKE STREET

PHONE 38

•
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Abraham LinBack in 1786
DESTROY TEKM1'I ES. Free in- coln's grandfather was massacred
spection. Reasonable price by Indians, and his body buried

CLASSIFIED ADS

BUY--SELL--LIRE-RENT
with an economical classified
ad in this column, read each
week throughout the Fulton
trade area. No other method
reaches so many for so little.
First Insertion 3c per word
(minimum, 50c)
2e
/
Each Succeeding Insertion 11
per word.
We will be glad to help you
prepare your ad at our office;
or mail it in with the money.
All classified ads are cash in
advance.

• For Sale

McKinney, Mayfield, under the Long
Frank
Baptist
Run
Box 471, Phone Church, near the Shelby-JefferKy. P.
1309-J.
border in upstate
son County
Kentucky. The church had been
congregation by
given to the
DR. J. W. TOSH
greatGregg, a
one William
President Truman.
of
uncle
Eyesight Specialist
Thus, stated the fact-finding Department of Highway this week,
Fulton
206 Main St.
the ancestors of these two presi(Across from Bennett
dents were close neighbors and
Drug Store)
members of the same community.
If you should run out of kas
in a new Chrysler, just pour in
a quart of water in the tank: it
.Jeweler
will get you to the nearest filling station. The water causes the
Watch and clock repairing
gas at the tank bottom to rise to
Prompt service
a special filter and permits the
All work guaranteed
car to run a few miles. Just be
Phone 455
sure, when you do run out of gas,
113 Washington Street
that there's water around.
Across from the telephone office

Billy C. Fry

BARGAINS IN real estate. I have
plenty of nice homes for sale WELLS DRILLED: Pumps inin town, and a good selection of
stalled. Parks Drilling Co. 304
farms at all times. Charles W. Paschall Street. Martin HighBurrow.
way, Fulton, Ky. Phone 1383.
standard
WASHERS,
'AYTAG
and automatic models, $124.95 • Notices
and up. Sales and service.
Bennett Electric, 'Phone 201,
REGULAR LODGE Melt:TING:
Fulton, Ky.
tonight, 8:00 p. m. Be sure to
attend. Loyal Order of Moose,
SEE US FOR YOUR PHONORECORDS: Latest
GRAPH
212 Church Street, Fulton.
pop-tunes, hillbilly, classics, or
45 RPM, etc. Standard or long
Keep your eyes on
playing. Sport Center. 324 Walnut, Fulton, Ky.
BEST BUYS
in new and used furniture
and appliances.
McDADE'S
USED FURNITURE STORE
Henry M. Bethel, Mgr.
Phone 908
216 Church St.

O. K.
Used Car Lot for
bargains.
CITY MOTOR CO.
Fulton, Ky.

Phone uu for Job Printing
Oldsmobile
FOR SALE: 1935
coupe. Good motor, good bralyes. Has been running every day.' NewsprintsBest cash offer drives it home.
(Continued from page One)
Phone 470 or 1255.
, phone to call someone, we don't
FOR SALE: African Violets and I mind a little extra conversation
one good oil heater. Mrs. M. E. out of the operator, but we find
Dims. Tel. 863-.1)
ione fault: she always brings us in
the tail end of the remark or
FOR SALE: 76-acre farm, locat- on
it off in the middle, and
ed 2 miles North of Kingston's Ibreaks
hanging in mid-air.
store, 4 room house, tobacco leaves us
whole
know the
barn, other ou1bulidings. On We'd like to
good gravel road, School and story.
z
milk bus route. House wired
the
of
session
the
Following
for electricity. See Mrs. Leon
Hickman this
Valley, Ky., Grand Jury in
Wright, Water
week we were startled to see the
Route I.
following signs spread in downtown Fulton:
• Services
Eleanor Parker
CAGED
FOR RENT: Floor sander, edger
Agnes Morehead
and polisher. Fulton Paint &
CAGED
Glass Company, 210 Church
Glenn Ford
Street, Phone 909.
CONVICTED
• • •
ATTENTION FARMERS: Keen,
sharp disc harrows will make
Since the Jury meets in Fulton
sowing your next week, we sneaked a preview
a seed bed for
wheat. I have the only modern at what local marquees may-have
disc grinder in this community, to offer at that time, and sure
and Will grind your discs for enough we'll have
35c each, up to 18". (20", 50c)•
PANIC IN THE STREETS
Disc plow blades, $1.50 each.
• • •
blades, $1.50
One-way plow
Two days later, when Governor
each. I am
located in LairdGossum Welding shop on Lake Cletnents visits, we'll have
THE FIREBALL
Street extended;
phone 691,
• • •
day, or 678, night Leonard Holland
There's no business, like show

This is especially for the notice of Railroader-Bill of HHarris
CommisFork: State Highway
sioner throughout the nation estimate that more than $41 billion
is now needed AT ONCE for upkeep and updating of roads. In
New York State alone it adds up
to. a colossal $890,000,000 . . .
with blame for the ruin of road
placed, a,
thruout the Nation
cording to our anthority, on expanded use of extremely heavy
trucks.

Quota
Grover Schleifer, Jr., and Harold subieet to a Marketing
Joe Penalty of 15.5 cents per pound.
Parker of Union City and
!ROTARIANS
Skinner of Swift & Co., who was
Farms having excess cotton
Gosh, the students and facultyl
marketing
the guest or A. B. Thacker.
cannot be issued a
at South Fulton must feel ailkfully !
26th
Sept.
Tuesday,
next
On
until the penalty has been
card
proud this year to know that af- DR*
Rotary District Governor Sewell paid.
absence the
ter a three-year
The Fulton Rotary Club met C. Harlin of Glasgow, Ky., will
his
Any Producer who loses
school will again have a band. in regular meeting Tuesday noon, be an official guest of the Fulton cart; or gets it destroyed in any
The band is under the' direction -with a full attendance of mem- Rotary Club and each member of way
report it to the
should
of Smith Stephens, a new teach- bers and ten visitors present.
the club is requested to be pre- County PMA Office immediately
er, and although instruments are
Committee can
so the County
The program was in charge of sent.
aiming in slowly, we know that
Buyer.
notify the Ginner and
Lowry,
S.
C.
pr.
and
Hill
Clyde
before long they'll be making
of Murray State College was the Cotton Quota Cards Are Stated Mr. Wright.
with the music.
guest speaker. Dr. Lowry was introduced by Randall Burcham, a Sent to 1950 Producers Weakley Singing Fete
We'd like to introduce you to
student under Dr. Lowry
former
Chairman,
Chas. E. Wright,
town.
one of the nicest men in
Days
at Murray State.
Fulton County PMA Coinmittee. Planned for Two
He s our milkman Mac Weaks.
Singing
County
1950
the
Weakley
that
on
was
week
which
talk,
this
stated
his
The
In
order
daily'
When he delivers his
the
Marketing Quota Cards Convention will be held in
Milk to our door, he "Communism" the speaker gave Cotton
of Pure
2 miles
/
Church, 21
contrasts on were being maiied to producers Old Salem
walks all around the yard, hunts several interesting
Septeiu-'
up our papers, and puts them the way of life under communism who have cotton for harvest for northeast of Martin, on
anber 30th and October 1st,
both on the steps so that-one easy and capitalist ways of life. - His 1950-51.
will bring both talk was both interesting and inMr. Wright nas asked that each nounced Ira Pierce, ' President,
look outdoors
items. structive.
daily
Producer handle this card with this week.
very important
The Ragsdale Quartette from
Guests of the club were: Dr. the utmost care as it is Very necThanks.
Lowry and M. 0. Wrather, of essary that the gin and buyer en- Metropolis, Illinois, will be featMr. and Mrs. Richard Homra Murray, David C. Allen, of Mar- ter the card number and farm ured. Dinner will be served by
and Mr. and Mrs. Albert Hoftwa tin, Dr. H E. Tittsworth, of Clin- serial number on each invoice. the Church and community club
Sunday ton, Walter Berger, of Evansville, Cotton whichris not identified by an& everybody, stated Mr.-Pierce,
of Senith, Mo., were
Elam, a _Marketing Quota Card will be is invited to come.
Tom. Garth, Tom
guests of relatives.
present at.the meeting-

The

news hounds and the gossips of Fulton
High are back
again in the News. On. an inside
page every
class in the
high
school is represented with some
kind of news. This week things
are a little sketchy, but as the
gossip and the year wear on, ,
then so will the comings and goings of the high school contingent.

5.00 PER WEEK

The men and women in your
A&P meat department are skilled
employees who know their trade.

Phone 55

FOR CHEESE OF EVERY KIND
FOR BUTTER THAT IS DELICIOUS
FOR EGGS THAT ARE STRICTLY FRESH

They are proud... and so are
we... of their reputation for good
meat and good service.

(NED - - BIT
CREAM CHEESE
ROLL BUTTER
EGGS
TURKEYS
HAMS
SMOKED PICNICS
OYSTERS
POTATOES
CAULIFLOWER
APPLES
BANANAS
LAYER CAKE
COFFEE CAKE
GLAZED DONUTS
MARVEL BREAD

That is why they always want
to be sure that:

WISCONSIN

(16 to 20-Lb. Avg.)

LB.

A

INDIANA

SIZE

RED

LB.

DELICIOUS
GOLDEN

Customer Relations Department,

LB.

Vi AG
HEAD

CHIPPEWA
LARGE

• Wlease write:

LB.

RIPE

A&P Food Stores
420 Lexington Avenue
New York 17, N. Y.

CARAMEL

6,1-In.

ICED
DATE

EACH
EACH

FILLED

Red, Sour, Pitted CHERRIES
NEW

ri No. 2

PACE

cdstlts
L4
No. 10 CAN 99c

35'

2=

BAG

DOZEN
IN PKG.
20-0Z.
LOAF

GREEN GIANT PEAS

LB.
1.50

binding

approval

FULLSIZE
DUONTHERM
FUEL OIL

HEATER
Sensationally priced
AT ONLY

84.95

•Special. Waste Stopper.
•Gleaming Duo-Tone
Walnut Finish.
414 to see Thus-Therm Thrift
Model 716.

Only $12.75 Down

BENNETT ELECTRIC
Phone 201

Main Sl.

KAI F. TURNIP OR MUSTARD

79c

JOAN OF ARC

BUTTER BEANS, Can
IONA

Fine Granulated

SUGAR, 10-1b. bag

96c

HOMINY, No. 2'/z Can
DICED CARROTS,or cut Beets, No. 2 can

20c

GOOD QUALITY

Gold

Staley Syrup, 1 /
1 2-11). glass
Laundry
Linit Starch, 12-oz. pkg.
BEECHNUT
BABY FOOD
Jars 390

CATSUP, 8-0z. Bottle
1)1,1) VIRGINIA

12c

APPLE JELLY, 8-ounce Jar

WOODBURY'S
FACIAL SOAP
REG.

42
,

BARS

250

SIZE
CHOPPED

('AN

14"

BLU-WHITE
FLAKES
pKG

BREEZE
Soap Powder

25"

PKG.

LUX
FLAKES

27"

PKG.

(Reg. Size 12c)

2'ars 27!

PARD
DOG FOOD
1 -LB.

CANS

GREENS, No. 2 Can

FRUIT JARS, qt. doz.

FEATURING,
•Exclusive Duo-Therm Dual
Chamber Burner-getsmore
beatfrom every drop of Mil
•BIG Radiant Doors.

CAN
16-0Z.

PAGE

Mason Pts. Reg., do-r. 69e

4

ROTS.

No. 2! 2

ANN

8 O'CLOCK COFFEE
77"•3IL, 2.25

STRAINED

19c,

CAN
24-0Z.

PLUS BOT. DEPOSIT
IONA HALVES
IN SYRUP

1-LB.
BAG

12-0Z.

YUKON CLUB

MILD AND MELLOW

WIDE

2

WHOLE GRAIN

OLEOMARGARINE
2
49"

NARROW(

No. 303
(an

69'
45'
63"
47'
490
53'
49"
79(
39'
25"
15"
15"
49'
29"
33'
15'

NIBLETS
27
BEVERAGES
25'
3
APRICOTS
23
2
PORK & BEANS
21"
ONLY 10c AT YOUR A&P

SURE GOOD COLORED

band

FULTON

PT.

(Selects, pt. 89e)

GOLDEN

CLOTHING COMPANY

LB.

4 to 8

Lb. Avg.
.
STANDARD

You will be doing our employees a favor if you will let them
and us know any time our meat or
service does not live up to our
MA quality standards.

NARROW

HALL - WOOTEN

LB.

SHANK PORTION

4. Your purchase is properly
wrapped.

•••,

Clean,lean lines ... light,carefree color
... and a comfortable mid-weight make
this your perfect hat for fall. Narrow
binding and narrow band that get wide
approval. In exclusive "Kasmir Finish"
- with the luxurious feel of hats costing
much more. Choice of flattering shades.
Fitted to your features by our
hat-fitting experts.

CTN.
DOZ.

FULL

Sunnyfield FLOUR

CHAMP B-17

Loaf
LB
LB

DRESSED
FULLY COOKED

3. You get full weight and are
charged the correct price.

PLAIN

1750

2

CHEESE FOOD

FRESH COUNTRY
FRESH COUNTRY

2. Your meat is trimmed before weighing.

I••••••••

411 IAKI STREET

AMERICAN

WILDMERE

1. You get exactly the cut you
want.

Earle Hotel
204 Plain

eame Tct
4gP's ai1j ee4e4

Customers'
Corner

And speaking of school the
shapliest, prettiest, gals have
been selected to do the strutting
and the prancing in front of the
band this year. They are: Sylvia
Ashby, Gail Logan, Peggy Hall.
Roann Walker, Frederica Gibsor
and Shirley Easley. That dainty
and extraordinary Betty McDade
will give the -big girls" a run for
their money again this year.
!
The Boy Scouts are eager beavers as they always are. A meeting Monday night was
rpplete ;
with reports and projects and we'
can certainly expect big thingsl
this coming year. Twelve were I

HEAR
S LOWRY

IVORY
SNOW
LG.
PKG.

27'

P&G
_
-LAUNDRY SOAP

2

10-OZ.

(Reg. Size 12e)

DREFT
SOAP POWDER
PKG.

27'
P14.273c)

BARS

'
15

TIDE
SOAP POWDER
LG.
PKG.

27°

(Giant Pkg. 73c)

SPIC & SPAN
CLEANSER
16-0Z

23'

BOX

HIGH ROCK
BEVERAGES

2 "s 27"
Bat

